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Preface

The HPWORD Intrinsic Set gives the applications programmer
comprehensive and detailed access to the textual and structural components
of HPWORD documents. By using the HPWORD Intrinsics in SPL or
PASCAL/3000 programs, you can transcribe the contents of HPWORD
documents into other word-processing systems or for display on devices not
supported by HPWORD. Conversely, you can translate documents created in
other text-processing systems into HPWORD documents. In either case, the
precise access to the structural features of HPWORD allows you to control
the layout and print enhancements of the document, and to retain the
originator's format or to impose your own.

This manual provides you with all the information you need to implement
the HPWORD Intrinsic Set in your programs. It is assumed that you have a
sound knowledge of the flPWORD product, which is described in the
manual Using H PWORD (Part No: 32120-90035) (for HPWORD Version
A.05.00).

This manual is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduction presents an overview of the capabilities of the
HPWORD lntrinsics, and of their hardware and software requirements.

Chapter 2 Using the Intrinsics introduces a model of the underlying concepts
of HPWORD document structure as seen by the programmer. The HPWORD
intrinsics are listed with a brief description of the function of each, and the
way in which the intrinsics are used within the model is discussed.

Chapter 3 Intrinsic Descriptions forms the main body of the manual and
comprises a formal definition of each intrinsic and its parameters. Wherever
necessary, the formal description is followed by a text discussion which
clarifies important points on the working of the intrinsic.

Chapter 4 Error M essages describes the generation of error and warning
messages by the intrinsics and provides a complete list of those messages.

The three appendixes contain a list of the HPWORD default values and
example programs illustrating the use of the intrinsics in both SPL and
PASCAL/3000.
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Introduction

Objectives of the HPWORD Intrinsics Set
The HPWORD Intrinsics were developed to meet the following objectives:

• Programmatic conversion of the text and structural characteristics of a
document created in another word-processing convention to HPWORD.

II Programmatic conversion of the text and structural characteristics of an
HPWORD document to another word-processing system.

• Programmatic merging of text, data or graphics into documents which
can then be edited or printed with HPWORD.

• Programmatic editing of HPWORD documents, without the use of
HPWORD supported terminals or printers.

Features of the HPWORD Intrinsics Set
To meet the above objectives, the HPWORD Intrinsic set provides the
facilities to carry out the following tasks programmatically:

II The creation of new HPWORD document files and the deletion of
existing ones.

• Positioning to any specified page and paragraph within an HPWORD
document.

• Reading an HPWORD document sequentially, line by line.

II Writing to an HPWORD document sequentially, line by line.

• Deletion of existing whole paragraphs in HPWORD documents.

II Creation of empty paragraphs within HPWORD documents, for
subsequent line-by-line writing.

• Setting and deletion of user page breaks at paragraph markers within
HPWORD documents.

•• Adjusting of text, hyphenation and pagination of HPWORD documents.

Introduction
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The Environment

Hardware

Software

Introduction
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The HPWORD lntrinsics will run on any HP3000 system with a minimum
configuration. You do not need an HPWORD word-processing terminal on
the system to gain programmatic access to HPWORD documents.

The intrinsic set runs under MPE-V or later version.

If you want to use the intrinsics to access an HPWORD document with any
form of write facility, HPWORD (Product No: 32120) does not have to be
already installed on the system. However, if HPWord is installed, then it
must be version A02.00 or later. If you are using version AOl.02 of the
intrinsics, then again, it is oot necessary for HPWord to be installed, but if it
is, it must be version A.05.00 or later,

The supported languages that can call the HPWORD lntrinsics are SPL/3000
(Product No: 32100) and PASCAL/3000 (Product No: 32106). Either or both
these subsystems must be installed.

Wheo converting a document from another word-processing system, the
document must be resident as an MPE file on the HP3000. When you use the
intrinsics to create an HPWORD document, it is created as an MPE file on
the HP3000.

Only documents created in HPWORD A.OI.OOor later version can be
accessed by the intrinsics,
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Using the Intrinsics

Concepts
This section reinforces your knowledge of the structure of HPWORD and
describes in general terms the way the intrinsics are used.

The Document Model
An HPWOHD document exists as an MPE file and is made up of the
following components:

• The Document Inf'orr: ration object. There is one per document. It
contains general information about the document.

III The Print Format object. There is one per document. It contains the
print specification for the document.

fI The Document Format object. There is one per document. It contains
the document format characteristics which are applied throughout the
document, except where they are overridden locally by the paragraph
format.

• The Paragraph object. This comprises two parts:

The paragraph format. There is one per paragraph. This contains
the formatting characteristics for the paragraph. Within the
paragraph to which it relates, it overrides the document format. Its
effect is local to its paragraph

The paragraph contents. There is one per paragraph, and it may
define the contents as one of several different types, such as header,
text or figure space.

Usually there will be multiple paragraph objects in a document: one for each
paragraph in the document.

Using the Intrinsics
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An HPWORD document comprises one each of Document Information,
Print Format and Document Format objects, together with a sequentially
ordered set of Paragraph objects.

Every document has a default header paragraph and and a default footer
paragraph which cannot be changed, although its effect may be modified by
the subsequent insertion of a user-defined header or footer respectively. The
default header and footer paragraphs are the first paragraphs in the
document, conforming to HPWORD's rule that headers and footers precede
the text to which they apply. If you create a new document using the
HPWORD intrinsics, the intrinsics will establish these two paragraphs for
you. Their format is shown in Appendix A Document Default Values.

An "empty" document within HPWORD actually contains a null text
paragraph, which follows the default header and footer paragraphs. If an
"empty" document is opened by a program using the HPWORD intrinsics, the
null paragraph is deleted for the convenience of the programmer. When an
empty document is closed by the intrinsics, a null paragraph is inserted for
HPWORD, which cannot recover a truly empty document.

Using the Intrinsics
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List of Intrinsics
Below is a list of the intrinsics together with a brief description .of the
function that each performs.

WOPEN
WCLOSE
WMARKPARAS
WMOVEINDOC

WERRORINFO
WGETDOCINFO
WGETPRINTINFO
WSETPRINTlNFO
WGETDOCFORMAT
WSETDOCFORMAT

WDELETEPARA
WGETALLPARAF
WSET ALLPAR AF

WGETPARAFORMAT

WSETPARAFORMA T
WREADFIGSPACE
WWRITEFIGSPACE
WREADLlNE
WWRITELlNE
WSETPAGEBREAK
WDELETEPAGEBREAK

'vV'lERSION

Note

Opens a document
Closes a document
Sets up direct access positions
Moves to a new document position

Gets error information
Gets general document information
Gets current printing parameters
Sets new printing parameters
Gets global document format information
Sets new global document format

Deletes current paragraph
Positions to & gets complete paragraph format
Sets a new paragraph format with complete
control of format
Positions to & gets most of next paragraph's
format
Sets a new paragraph format
Gets figure space parameters
Sets figure space parameters
Reads a line of text from a paragraph
Writes a line of text to a new paragraph
Sets a user page break
Deletes a user page break

Gets the version number of the HPWORD
intrinsics

The WGETPARAFORMAT and WSETPARAFORMAT intrinsics required
new parameters to support HPWORD A.05.00, and to prevent code changes,
two new intrinsics were created to supersede them: WGETALLPARAF and
WSETALLPARAF. All four intrinsics are supported. In discussions of the
Document Model, read WGETPARAFORMAT to also mean
WGETALLPARAF, and WSETPARAFORMAT to also mean
WSETALLPARAF.

Using the Intrinsics
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Model Constraints

Using the Intrinsics
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The Document Information object is set up at create time, when the user has
some control over its contents. It cannot be altered directly, but is
automatically updated at each WOPEN. It can be read at any time using
WGETDOCINFO.

The Print Format object may be accessed independently of the other objects,
and read at any time using WGETPRINTINFO. If you have specified write
access you can modify this object using WSETPRINTINFO.

The Document Format object may be accessed and read independently of
the other objects, at any time. If you have write access to the document, it
may be altered using WSETDOCFORMAT.

The Paragraph object is accessed by positioning to it and then either reading
or writing data from/to it, or deleting it. Paragraphs may be created by
inserting a new one after the current document position. A paragraph may
not be written to and read from at the sa 111(' 1 irne. Whichever access (read or
write) to the paragraph is chosen, the paragr.iph Format must be accessed
first then the paragraph data. Note that the default header and footer
paragraphs may not be modified in any way although they may be read or
superseded by user-defined header and footer paragraphs.

If a paragraph has a pagebreak in it, then that information will be returned
w hen the line preceding the page break is accessed. YOll can specify a
Pending User pagebreak to follow any line that you write. The paragraph
you are writing will then be terminated, complying with HPWORD's rule
that a Pending User pagebreak can be inserted only at a Paragraph Marker.
You can add or delete User pagebreaks at the end of an existing paragraph
without accessing the rest of the data in the paragraph. You can specify that
the document is to be paginated when you close it with WCLOSE.

The text of paragraphs inserted into the document will not be adjusted or
hyphenated until the document is closed.



Working within the Model
This section discusses the way in which the HPWORD intrinsics can be used
to work in, and manipulate, the model.

The Current Document Position
One of the most important concepts involved in the use of the intrinsic set is
that of the Current Document Position. This is, in effect, a logical paragraph
pointer which may be moved from paragraph to paragraph within a
document It points at the first part (paragraph format) of the paragraph
object and does not move within the paragraph during subsequent operations.
It can point only to paragraphs in a document. The Current Document
Position neither affects, nor is affected by, your access to the other
document objects.

It is impossible to institute any read or write operations until you have
established an appropriate Current Document Position.

Whenever you open an HPWORD document with WOPEN, the Current
Document Position is set at the first paragraph in the document. This is
always the default header which you cannot modify; nor can you insert a
new paragraph adjacent to it. The next paragraph will always be the default
footer and this may not be modified. You can position to and read from
these two paragraphs.

Once established the Current Document Position may be moved by use of
any of the following intrinsics:

III WMOVEINDOC. This establishes a new Current Document Position at
the specified paragraph.

Note that WMOVEINDOC has two modes of operation. You can
request a relative move, forward or backward through the document by
a specific number of paragraphs, or you can specify a direct move to a
paragraph previously defined as an edit position. The intrinsic
WMARKPARAS allows you to define chosen paragraphs as edit
positions at any time between \VOPEN and the first transfer of data.

111 WDELETEPARA. This intrinsic deletes the paragraph at the Current
Document Position and moves that current position to the following
paragraph. [I' the deleted paragraph was the last in the document, the
Current Document Position is established at the preceding paragraph.

Using the Intrinsics
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• WSETPARAFORMAT. This intrinsic inserts or appends a new
paragraph object following the paragraph at the Current Document
Position. The Current Document Position is re-established at the new
paragraph object. This is necessary if you wish to write to the document,
since you can neither overwrite nor append lines to an existing
paragraph.

• WGETPARAFORMAT. A call to this intrinsic will have one of three
effects dependent on previous activity and Current Document Position.

Since you must read the paragraph format before you can read or
delete a paragraph, the first call to WGETPARAFORMAT at any
Current Document Position returns the format parameters of the
paragraph object at that position. The Current Document Position
does not change.

Generally, a second call to WGETPARAFORMA T at any Current
Document Position will produce a move to the next paragraph
object, where the a new Current Document Position will be
established. The paragraph format parameters at the new position
will be returned. However there is an exception;

If a second call to WGETPARAFORMAT is made when the Current
Document Position is at the last paragraph of a document, an error
message is generated, since you cannot position beyond the end of
the document.

In each of these three cases, if the new Current Document Position has
been established by a call to WGETPARAFORMAT, that call counts as
the first at the new position.

Using the Intrinsics
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Text Lines and Intrinsics
"Text line" has two distinct meanings in the context of the HPWORD
intrinsics.

• When you use WWRITELINE to write to an HPWORD document, the
lines written to the intrinsic are nominal, in the sense that they will be
the length of a line read from a source other than the HPWORD
document. Commonly, the length of such a line will differ from that of
the document or paragraph format established in the HPWORD
document. The line retains its input length until WCLOSE is called.
When WCLOSE is called, WCLOSE invokes HPWORD to "adjust" the
document. This prOCfSSis document-wide but its effect in any individual
paragraph is the same as that produced by the ADJUST key, or by
leaving the paragraph, after entering or editing text in an HPWORD
document. That is, the line endings and hyphenation are rearranged to
fit within the established document and paragraph formats.

• When an HPWORD document is being read by WREADLINE "lines" of
text are returned. If no calls to WWRITELINE have been made since
the document was last opened, the lines are the adjusted lines that an
HPWORD user would see. However, if lines have been written using
WWRITELlNE, since the document was opened, and WREADLINE is
called to read the same lines, those lines will be returned unadjusted,
exactly as they were input.

Pagination
HPWORD features automatic pagination and generates automatic (system)
pagebreaks according to the rules described under Pagination in the book
Using H P/iVORD. System pagebreaks may lie within, or at the end of, a
paragraph. If an HPWORD document has been edited and not subsequently
paginated, system pagebreaks may occur as the sole contents of an otherwise
null paragraph object.

In addition to system pagebreaks, the user may specify user pagebreaks,
which must be placed at the end of paragraphs. User pagebreaks are
classified as pending until the document is paginated. They then
become active.

Both system and user pagebreaks are associated with positions within the
document and are not linked directly to the paragraphs within which they
lie, or to which they are appended. When a paragraph is deleted, the
pagebreaks are retained until the document is paginated. When paginated the
system pagebreaks are adjusted; user pagebreaks remain until they are deleted
by the operator.

If a document is to be printed interactively with HPWORD, it must be
paginated at WCLOSE to activate the header and footer paragraphs.

Using the intrinsics
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Operating on the Model

The Main Steps
Generally the process of working on an HP\VORD document will involve
the following steps:

•• Open the document (WOPEN).

•• Establish edit positions (WMARKPARAS).

•• Access the document format object (WGETDOCFORMAT,
WSETDOCFORMAT).

•• Move explicitly to a new Current Document Position (WMOVEINDOC,
WGETPARAFORMAT).

•• Access (append, insert. delete, read) a paragraph object and paragraph
format (WGETPARAFORMAT, WSETPARAFORMAT,
WDELETEPARA).

•• Access the paragraph content (read or write, locate and establish
pagebreaks) on a text line or figure space basis (WREADLlNE,
WWRITELlNE, WREADFIGSPACE, WWRITEFIGSPACE,
WSETP AGEBREAK).

• Remove a system or user pagebreak and establish a pending user
pagebreak, on a paragraph basis (WSETPAGEBREAK,
WDELETEPAGEBREAK).

,. Close the document; paginate, if required, or purge the document
(WCLOSE).

Information applicable globally to the document may be accessed at any
time, without affecting the Current Document Position. Use the following
intri nsics;

\VGETDOCINFO to access the Document Information object

\VGETPRINTINFO to access the Document Print object
WSETPR[NTINFO

WGETDOCFORMAT to access the Document Format Object
WSETDOCFORMA T

Using the Intrinsics
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Programming
Before you start to program with the HPWORD lntrinsics, you should have a
thorough understanding and knowledge of the contents of the Using
HPWORD and some user experience of HPWORD.

The intrinsic declarations for the HPWORD intrinsic set are contained in the
intrinsic file, INTRDEC.PUB.SYS, prepared by the program
BUILDINT.PUB.SYS, and the source file INTRDECS.PUB.SYS.

An MPE message catalog file, INTRCA T.PUB.SYS, contains text messages
describing all intrinsic error and status conditions. These messages are
accessed by the intrinsic WERRORINFO, which acts on the STATUS
parameter described below.

The HPWORD intrinsics may be called from either SPL or PASCAL/3000
application programs. If a version of HPWord is already installed on the
same system as the program calling the intrinsics, then the version of
HPWordmust be A02.00 or later if write access is required.

You must declare the intrinsics in your application program before you can
call them. The simplest way of declaring the intrinsics is as follows:

INTRINSIC (INTRDEC.PUB.SYS) WOPEN •......• WCLOSE

The intrinsics reside in the System Library (SL.PUB.SYS), and references to
them are satisfied automatically at run-time, in the same way as the other
MPE intrinsics.

The user's application must be "PREPARED" with Process Handling
capa bility.

Using the intrinsics
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The Data Transfer Process
Data is passed between your application program and the intrinsics called by
it by means of the declared formal parameters. Your application program
must set up an area of storage called the Document File Control Block
(DFCB), which should be 2000 words long, for each open document. This is
used internally by every intrinsic, and is passed to each intrinsic when it is
called. The application program must not attempt to access the DFCB under
any circumstances. Any such attempt will result in any subsequent intrinsic
call returning a request for the document to be WCLOSEd.

Status, Errors and v\farnings
All status, error and informational communication is via the STATUS
parameter which is passed back by all the intrinsics. Condition codes are not
used and the condition code value is undefined after exiting an intrinsic. The
intrinsic WERRORINFO is used to interrogate the STATUS parameter, and
to interpret it by reference to the message catalog file, INTRCA TPUB.SYS,
using the primary status and intrinsic identity as indices. WERRORINFO
then returns a buffer holding the text message and a length of text count.

A complete description of the STATUS parameter, and of the error and
warning messages which it generates, is in Chapter 4 ErrorM essagcs.

Recoverability
As soon as a document has been opened successfully for any kind of write
access, it will be marked as being dirty. This will ensure that should the
system or application crash, the document file will be recovered
automatically by the intrinsics or HPWORD next time it is accessed. When
the document is WCLOSEd the dirty flag is cleared. The maximum amount
of data that could be lost due to a system or application crash while a
document is open will be limited to the paragraph resident in the DFCB at
the time of the crash.

Using the Intrinsics
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Intrinsic Descriptions

This chapter contains detailed descriptions of all the HPWORD intrinsics in
the sequence of four functional groups:

Catalog of Intrinsics
Document access group: Page

WOPEN
WCLOSE
WMARKPARAS
l.JMOVEINDOC

* 3-3
3-8

3-10
3-12

*

2 Document attribute group:

WERRORINFO
WGETDOCINFO
WGETPRINTINFO
WSETPRINTINFO
WGETDOCFORMAT
WSETDOCFORMAT

*

3-14
3-17
3-20
3-22
3-25
3-28*

3 Document data transfer group:

WDELETEPARA *
WGETALLPARAF
WSETALLPARAF *
WGETPARAFORMAT
WSETPARAFORMAT *
WREADFIGSPACE
Wl-JRITE F IGSPACE *
WREADLl Nf:
WWR !TEll NE *
WSETPAGE8REAK *
WDELETEPAGEBREAK *

3-32
3-33
3-37
3-41
3-44
3-47
3-49
3-52
3-58
3-62
3-63

4 HPWORD lntrinsics version identification:

WVERSION 3-64

Use of intrinsics marked by "*" will result in the document file being
modified.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Layout and Conventions
Each intrinsic description includes the following information:

III The intrinsic name, a summary of its function and the number of the
intrinsic. (The number is significant for error diagnosis only; see
Chapter 4 Error M essagcs)

III The intrinsic call descriptions in the format shown here for the WCLOSE
intrinsic:

LA IA LV LV
WCLOSE (DFCB, ~~tu~, paginate, disposition);

Required parameters are shown underlineQ; optional parameters are not.
Capitals indicate that you should type the word exactly as it appears,
whereas lower case indicates that the word is a generic term and should
be replaced with the correct value. Above each parameter one of the
following abbreviations indicates the type of the parameter:

SA Byte array
DA Double array

Integer
I A Integer array
Iv Integer by value
L Logical
LA Logical array
L V Logical by value
R Real

• Parameters. Each parameter is described. Each parameter name is shown
in the same typeface as in the intrinsic call. Its type and status, required
or optional, is emphasized in the accompanying description.

!II Text Discussion, The use of the intrinsic and its parameters, and any
special considerations are discussed.

Intrinsic Descnptlons
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WOPEN

Intrinsic Number 11

Parameters

Opens an HPWORD format document file.

LA IA BA LV LV LV
WOPEN (DFCB, s t a tus , doc'name, domain, access'type, doc'format,

BA LV BA SA
cat'name, doc' language, doc'creator, doc'author

BA JV

doc'subject, doc'size);

DFCB Logical A rray (Required)
Document File Control Block.
A document file control block (2000 words long) is
unique to each document open in HPWORD
Intrinsics.

status I nteger Array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

doc'name Byte array (Required)
Contains a string of ASCII characters interpreted as
a formal MPE file designator. The string must
begin with a letter, contain alphanumeric characters,
slashes. or periods and terminate with any
non-alphanumeric character except a slash or a
period. The string may name a User-predefined file
in which case it must be preceded by an asterisk.
(Max array size = 40 bytes)

domain Logical by value (Optional!
File domain

0= New
I = Old

default: New.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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W0 PEN continued

Intrinsic Descriptlons
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access'type Logical by value (Optional)
Type of access to be allowed on this occasion of
opening doc' name:

0= Read
1 = Read/write
2 = Expanded Read Mode

This places the appropriate number of spaces
where there is tabbing or indentation. See
WREADLlNE.

default: Read.

doc' format Logical by value (Optional)
The document data structure type

1= HPWORD
default: HPWORD.

cat'name Byte array (Optional)
Contains the formal MPE file designator of the
catalog file to be opened by WOPEN for
subsequent access by the WERRORINFO intrinsic.
(The supplied catalog is INTRCAT.PUB.SYS)
(Max array size = 40 bytes)
default: No catalog file opened.

doc'language Togiml hy value (Optional)
I )\>i'lllllent language (if available on system)

american'english
c: br i t ish t cnq i ish
3 canadian'french
4 german
5 french
6 sViedish
7 finnish
8 spanish
9 ; t Ct l i all

10 clutch
': 1 llorViegian
12 danish
13 south'african
detault: american'english.

doc'creator It yte array (Optional)
An ASCII string of thirty (non-control) charn cters
that gives the name of the operator creating Ihe
document.
default: user's logon "user.group.account",
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Text Discussion

doc'author Byte array (Optional)
An ASCIl string of thirty (non-control) characters
that gives the name of the author of the document.
default: ASCII spaces.

doc'subject Byte array (Optional)
An ASCII string of sixty (non-control) characters
that describe the document's subject matter.
default: ASCII spaces.

doc'size integer hi' value (Optional)
Indicates Ibe size of a new document.

80: IIIIProx 80 pages worth
600: lip /0 600 pages worth

See discussion on next page.
default: ~ 80 pages worth.

WOVEN opens an HPVv'ORD format document file for subsequent access
by other HPWORD intrinsics and establishes the Document File Control
Block (DFCB).

A version of HPWord is used to perform hyphenation and text adjustment.
If HPWORD is already installed on the system, then it must be version
A02.00 or later if read/write access is required. If the internal structure of a
document is found to be incorrect, then in read/write mode the WOPEN
intrinsic will attempt to call HPWORD to recover the document. Access to
the document will be denied if the mode is read only or if the recovery
process does not succeed. The HPWORD global RIN will be used to
synchronize document read only access by different processes if HPWORD is
installed on the system.

A template file is not specified to create a new document. WOPEN will set
up a new document with the HPWORD default values for the document
objects and with the HPWORD default header and footer paragraphs (see
Appendix A Document Default Valuesi. The document format of a
document may be overwritten in read/write access by use of the
WSETDOCFORMAT intrinsic.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WOPEN continued

Intrinsic Descriptions
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doc's ize, By default the lntrinsics will follow the same convention as
HPWORD and create a document with filesize and extent attributes
sufficient for approximately 80 pages of text. The actual capacity is
difficult to specify as it depends on such factors as the number of blank lines
in the text. HPWORD handles the expansion of a document that reaches its
limit by creating a document of greater capacity and copying the text into it.
The Intrinsics cannot do this.

If a write Intrinsic reaches that limit, it will return an error. So, if a very
large document is to be created and filled using the Intrinsics, the larger
doc's ize should be specified. if an existing document is to be modified using
the Intrinsics, and is likely to require expansion, it should be copied into a
larger document created by calling WOPEN with the greater doc's ize. Note
that the default doc's ize is sufficient for most documents and that the larger
document incurs considerable overhead.

WOPEN accesses the HPWORD configuration file
LANGCONF.WP.HPOFFlCE to determine which languages are available on
the system. A document can be created only in an available language.
Read/write access will be denied to an existing document in an unconfigured
document.

Note that the last 5 parameters doc'language doc'size have no
significance unless the document is being created rather than edited.



~ W0 PEN continued

File Access Matrix

ACCESS TYPE
EXPANDED READ

or READ/WRITEREAD ONLY

NEW INVALID READ/WRITE
FILE

DOMAIN
READ READ/WRITEOLD

ACCE SS SCOPE SHARED EXCLUSIVE

DOCUMENT YES. WHEN
RECOVERY I NO

I REQUIRED
ATTEMPTED I--

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WCLOSE

Intrinsic Number 12

Parameters

Intrinsic Descriptions
3-8

Closes an HPWORD format document file

LA IA LV LV
WCLOSE (DFCB, status, pau ina t e , disposition);

DFCB Logical array ( Required)
Document File Control Block.

status 1nteger array ( Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

paginate Logical by value (Op tional )
Specifies whether or not the document is to be
paginated before being closed

0= Do not paginate
I = Paginate

default: Do not paginate.

disposition Logical by value (Optional)
File disposition after being closed

o = Save Permanent
1 = Purge

deiault: Save Permanent.



WCLOSE continued

Text Discussion
WCLOSE terminates access to an HPWORD format document file and closes
it. This intrinsic must be called to ensure that all text is written back to the
document file.

If any writing has taken place to the document, or the document f'orrnn I has
been altered, then WCLO~iE will automatically call HPWORD to adjust and
hyphenate the whole document according to the paragraph and document
format selections in force. Pagination may be requested if the document was
opened in read/write mode, in which case HPWORD will be called to
perform the operation.

If WCLOSE is not called then document integrity cannot be guaranteed even
if the document was opened for read only access, or for read/write access
and no modification has occurred.

Note that WCLOSE closes the message catalog (opened by WOPEN,
cat' name).

Options Available at WCLOSE Time

ACCESS TYPE
1----

EXPANDED READ
~_QLREAD ONLY READ/WRITE--

PAGINATION NOT AVAIL.ABLE ON REQUEST

DISPOSITION SAVE OI\lLY SAVE OR PURGE

AUTOMATIC, IF
ADJUSTMENT NO ADJUST DOCUMENT

MODIFIED

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WMARKPARAS

Intrinsic Number 13
Establishes a set of positions within the document for subsequent
direct access.

LA IA IV DA

WMARKPARAS «()FCB, ~atu,,_, num'positions, ~tions);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array ( Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

Ilum'positions Integer by value (Required)
The number of document access positions specified
in the positions parameter. A maximum of 25
positions can be specified.

positions Double array (Required)
Defines a set of document edit positions to be used
f or direct access within the document file by calling
the WMOVEINDOC intrinsic. Each position is
defined by a double word element in the array
as follows:

First word: Page number; a value of 0
specifies the last page.

Second word: Paragraph number; a value of 0
specifies the last paragraph on the
given page.

Page and paragraph numbers start at I. not O.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WMARKPARAS continued

Text Discussion
\VMARKPARAS is used 10 set up a series of edit positions within a
document for subsequent direct access with the WMOVEINDOC intrinsic.

A position is defined by a page and paragraph number pair. Each position
then marks a paragraph and will not change unless the paragraph is deleted.
If the paragraph is deleted then the position moves to the following
paragraph. However, if the deleted paragraph was at the bottom of the
document the position stays at the new bottom paragraph. When all
paragraphs have been deleted the document edit positions are all lost and do
not reappear with the addition of more paragraphs. Since the positions refer
to actual paragraphs rather than remaining as (page.para) indexes, the
addition and deletion of pagebreaks or paragraphs has no effect on them.

If a paragraph continues over fr0111one page and onto the next, then for the
purpose of defining edit positions it is considered to be both the last
paragraph on the previous page ancl the first paragraph on the next page. If
a number given for a page or paragraph exceeds the number of pages in the
document or the number of paragraphs 011 a page, an error condition arises
and the edit position is not defined. When the page number is given as 0
then it is taken to mean the last page. When the paragraph number is given
as 0, then it taken to refer to the last paragraph on the given page. The
default header and footer are not included in the count as the first two
paragraphs on the first page. In other words the designation "page I,
paragraph 1," will mark the first user-inserted paragraph on the first page of
the document. That paragraph may be anyone of the five types described
under WGETPARAFORMA T.

WMARKP ARAS may be called at any time after WOPEN until an intrinsic
in the document data transfer group has been called. The set of positions
defined by this intrinsic may be referenced at: any point through
WMOVEINDOC. If there are N positions defined then they are labeled
from I to N, in the order in which they were specified. WMARKPARAS
does not require the positions to be ordered in increasing page and para
number.

As well as the user-defined edit positions, WMOV EINDOC provides two
more edit positions. These are defined as:

III Position ..I, the first paragraph in the document which will always be the
clefault header.

P!I Position O. the last paragraph in the document which will be either the
last text paragraph or. if there are no text paragraphs, the default footer.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WMOVEINDOC

Intrinsic Number 14
Moves to a specified position within an HPWORD document file.

LA IA LV IV
WMOVEINDOC (DFCB, status, move'mod~, move'number)i

Parameters
DFCB Logical array ( Required)

Document File Control Block.

status integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

Inove'mode Logical by value (Required)
Defines the type of move to be made:

I = forward through the document
2 = backward through the document
3 = position to a direct access edit position

lTIolle'nurnber integer hy value (Required)
Dependent on selection in move' mode, the number of
paragraphs to move forward/backward, or the
direct access edit position.

~ove'mod~ move'number Range

iorward/backward 0 .. positive integer

·'1 (first paragraph)

o (last paragraph)

1 .• N an edit position defined
by WMARKPARAS

IntrinsicDescriptions
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WMOVEINDOC continued

Text Discussion
\VMOVEINDOC establishes a new Current Document Position. Two
methods are available:

Move Direct to Edit Position. After WOPEN, up to 25 edit positions
may be specified by page and paragraph number using WMARKPARAS.
Thereafter, those positions may be referred to by number in
WMOVEINDOC and so used to provide a direct move facility.

:: Move Relative to Current Document Position. The move is specified as
a number of paragraphs forward or backward, relative to the Current
Document Position. This move may be made whether or not edit
positions have been established by WMARKPARAS.

~j on. In addition to the edit positions specified by the user, direct access
is provided to both the top and the bottom of the document by specifying
move I number -lor 0 respectively. The top of the document is always the
default header paragraph.

forward/backward. If the relative move would take the current pointer
outside of the document, the pointer is set to the default header or to the last
paragraph in the document as appropriate and a warning is returned.

Note that a relative move of zero paragraphs can be specified. This allows
the Current Document Position to be reset to the current paragraph, for
example after a series or WREADLlNEs.

\VMOVEINDOC may be called at any time after WOPEN except for the
period between requesting a new paragraph (WSETPARAFORMAT) and
writing to that paragraph (WWRITELlNE or WWRITEFIGSPACE). A call
to \VMOVEINDOC may terminate a series of WWRITELINEs.

There is no requirement that the programmer move sequentially through
either the document or the edit positions.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WERRORINFO

Intrinsic Identity 21
Returns a text message associated with an intrinsic status return.

LA IA IA SA

WERRORINFO (DFCS, status, int r+s t at us , lTlessage, msg'length);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status 1nteger array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

inti' I status Integer array (Required)
The 3 word status array returned from the last call
to an HPWORD Intrinsic

message 11yte array ( Required)
Message string associated with intr'status. This
consists of an ASCII string in the format discussed
below. (72 bytes)

m~;gI length 1nteger (Required)
Returns the length in bytes of the string in message

Range: 8 to 72 bytes.

Intrinsic Descrlptlons
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WERRORINFO continued

Text Discussion
Whenever a call to an I-IPWORD intrinsic is completed, the intrinsic returns
a status (see Chapter 4 Error Messages). WERRORINFO takes this status
and retrieves an associated ASCII message string from the Intrinsic catalog
file specified in the WOPEN intrinsic.

Note that WCLOSE closes the message catalog and so WERRORINFO will
be unable to access it if called after a WCLOSE or a failed WOPEN.

The text string returned ill message will be up to 72 characters long and in
the following fixed format:

Bytes 0 to 7 The first eight characters of the intrinsic name.

Bytes 8 to 10 The Primary Status. The HPWORD Intrinsics error or
warning number, negative for an error and positive for
a warning.

Bytes 11 to 71 The error message.

The Primary Status values and their messages are listed in Chapter 4
Error Messages.

Examples
In the following examples, "_" denotes a space character.

(J) A call to WMOVEINDOC requests a forward move beyond the end of
the document. The current pointer is positioned at the end of the
document and a warning is returned.

The status returned is: 34 o 14

where 34 is the HPWORD Intrinsics warning number for this condition, and
i4 is the intrinsic identity for WMOVEINDOC.

Vv'ERRORINFO returns the message string:

"WMOVE 34END OF DOCUt~Eln REACHED BEFORE MOVE cmlPLETED"

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WERRORINFO continued

(2) A call to WWRITELINE specifies a tab at the 29th position in the line
of text but there is a character at the 29th position rather than the
ASCII space required for a tab.

The status returned is: -25 29 37

where -25 is the HPWORD Intrinsics error number and 37 is the Intrinsic
Identity for WWRITELINE.

W ERRORINFO returns the message string

"W,JRITEL "25THE FORMAT CHARACTER AT pos 29 WAS NOT UNDER A SPACE"

Error Handling
If WERRORINFO cannot interpret the supplied i nt r' status the intrinsic will
return an error status in status and return an error message in message that
includes intr'status.

(3) WERRORINFO is passed an invalid intrinsic identity of 100.

The status that WERRORINFO returns is: -22 o 21

and the message string is:

WERROR -22THE INTRINSIC lD IN THIS STATUS IS UNKNOWN STATUS= 0 0 100

If WERRORINFO cannot access the message catalog. the intrinsic will return
an error report in status and return int r t s t a t us in message.

(4) A call to WOPE,': results in a file system error 50 because the account
referenced in the U:iU supplied file designator does not exist.

The status returned by WOPEN is: -48 50 11

where 48 is the HPWORD lntrinsics error number for "a file system error has
been detected" and 11 is the intrinsic identity for WOPEN. Note that
because WOPEN failed to open a document, it did not open the message
catalog either, so a call to WERRORINFO would not function fully.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETDOCINFO

Intrinsic Identity 22
Provides access to HPWORD document information.

LA IA I3A

WGETDOCINFO (DFCB, ~;tatl~, dcc t narne , doc'language,
l BA

doc'paginated, doc'page'cnt, doc'subject
BA B,~ BA

doc'author, doc'creator, doc'revisor,
BA BA

doc'create'date, doc'revise'date,
B!\

doc'printed'date);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status 1nteger (lim), ( Required )
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

doc'name Byte array (Optional)
Returns the MPE filename (less any lock word) of
the HPWORD document file. (Max array size of
28 bytes)

doc' language Integer (Optional)
Returns the document language. Values as defined
in WOPEN.

doc'paginated logical tOptionol)
Returns whether the document is correctly
paginated; that is, whether the document has been
paginated since the last modification,

o = not paginated
I = paginated

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETDOCINI=O continued

doc'page'cnt

doc'subject

doc'author

doc'creator

doc'revisor

doc'create'date

doc' rev ise 'date

Intrinsic Descriptions
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integer (Optional)
Returns the number of pages in the document when
last paginated.
Maximum value: < 1000

Byte array (Optional)
Returns a 60 byte ASCII string that describes the
document. Supplied by the document's creator.

Byte array (Optional)
Returns a 30 byte ASCII string given at document
creation time as the name of the author of the
dOCI! !)II ...nt.

ilYil' array (Optional)
Returns a 30 byte ASCII string specifying the
creator of the document.

Byte array (Optional)
Returns a 30 byte ASCII string that indicates the
operator who last revised the document.

Byte array (Optional)
Returns the date and time that the document was
created. A 16 byte ASCII string in the format:

MM/DD/nHH:MN TT where:

MM month [01 to 12]
DD day [01 to 31 ]
yy year [00 to 99]
HH hour [00 to 12]
MN minutes [00 to 59]
TT time [AM r PI~]

Itvte urray t Opuonal )
Returns the elate and time that thedocument was
list revised. If a new document is being created,
then it is the same as the doc' c rea t e 'da te. The
format is the same as that for doc'create'date.



WGETDOCINI=

Text Discussion

continued

doc'printed'date Byte array (Opti01W/)
Returns the date and time that an existing document
was last printed. The format is the same as that of
doc I create I date.

This Intrinsic returns general information describing an HPWORD document.
It may be called at any time after the document is opened and before it
is closed.

Note that WGETDOCINFO returns whether the document is correctly
paginated, that is, has not been modified since last paginated.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETPRINTINFO

Intrinsic Identity 23
Provides the capability to retrieve the current print specification associated
with an HPWORD format document.

LA ) A L

WGETPRIIHINFO <QFCB, ~!iltus, pri nt r numcop ies , p ri n t t f ina l ,

print'first'page, print'last'page,
L L

print'sir:gle, pr Int r enve Lope ,
BA BA

print'val'docname, print'environment,
BA

print'folm'option, print'forms'msg);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required}

Document File Control Block.

status integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

print'num'copies integer (Optional!
Number of document print copies Maximum value
(If 9999.

pri n t ' final Logical (Optional)
Specifies Draft or final print copy

o = draft copy
1 = final copy

print'first'page
pi' in t ' l as t ' pa 9 e

l ntcgcr (Optional)
The numbers of the first and last document pages
which are to be printed. Maximum value of 9999
and 9999.

print'single Logical (Optional)
Specifies single-sided or back-to-back page printing
(If the document

o = hack-to-hack
1 = single-sided

IntrinsicDoser lptions
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WGETPRINTINIC:O continued

proint 'enve lope

print'vardocname

print'environment

print'form'option

print'forms'msg

Text Discussion

Logical (Optional)
If the first paragraph of the document is specified
as an envelope, then:

o = do not print it
I = print with envelope

Byte array (Optional)
The MPE file designator of the file to be used for
the substitution of data values for user defined
variables in the document. This is meaningful only
jf there are user defined variables in the document.
A 40 byte ASCII string in the format of doc' name in
WOPEN.

Byte array (Optional)
The MPE file designator of an HP260L HP2602,
HP2603 HP2687, HP2688, HP2680 or HP2934
printer environment file to be used at print time. A
40 byte ASCll string in the format of doc' name in
WOPEN.

integer by value (Optional)
The print forms selected:

o = Plain bond for all pages
1 = Letterhead for first page
2 = Letterhead for all pages
3 = Plain bond for first page
4 = Plain bond and letterhead alternately

Byte array (Optional!
Text forms message. HPWORD sends this message at
print time to the attencler of an HP260 L HP2602,
HP2603, HP2686, HP2687, or HP2934 printer or the
HP3000 system operator (for system printers) A 40
byte ASCIi string.

WGETPRINTINFO maybe called at any time to return the print
specification currently stored in the document. HPWORD interprets print
information stored in the document as a record of how the document was
last printed and uses it to produce the print menu when a print request is
made. The intrinsics treat this information slightly differently as a print
specification associated with the document describing how it is to be printed.

Intrinsic Desorlptlons
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WSETPRINTII\lF'O

Intrinsic Identity 24
Provides the capability to setup a new print specification to be associated
with an HPWORD format document.

LA JA IV LV
WSETPRINTINFO (DFCB, status, print'num'copies, pr in t r f ina l ,

I V IV

print'first'page, print'last'page,
LV LV

print'single, print' envelope,
EA BA

print'vardocname, print'environment,
IV BA

print'form'option, print'forms'msg);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

print'num'copies Integer by value (Optional)
Number of document print copies. Maximum value
of 9999.
default: I copy.

print'final Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies Draft or final print copy

o = draft copy
I = final copy

default: final copy.

pri nt t f i r s t t paqe
pri n t i las t t paqe

integer hy Faille (Optional)
The page numbers of the first and last pages within
the document to be printed. Maximum value of
9999 and 9999.
detault: I and 1.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETPRINTINFO continued

print'single

print'envelope

pr t nt' vardocname

print'environment

print'form'option

print'forrnsOmsg

Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies single-sided or back-to-back page printing
of the document

o = back-to-hack
1 = single-sided

dctault: single-sided.

Logical by value (Optional)
If the first paragraph of the document is specified
as an envelope, then:

o = do not print it
1 = print with envelope

default: do not print it.

Byte array (Optional)
Specifies the MPE file designator of the file to be
used for the substitution of data values for user
defined variables in the document. This is only
meaningful if user defined variables exist in the
document A 40 byte ASCII string in the format of
doc 0 name in WOPEN.
default: ASCII spaces.

Byte array (Optional)
The MPE file designator of an HP2601, HP2602,
llP2603, HP2687, HP2688, HP2680 or HP2934
printer environment file to be used at print time. A
40 byte ASCI[ string in the format of doc 0 name in
WOPEN.
default: ASCII spaces.

Integer by value (Optional)
The print forms selected:

o == Plain bond for all pages
I = Lettered for first pages
2 == Lettered for all pages
3 == Plain for first page
4 == Plain and lettered alternately

default: O.

Byte array (Optional)
Text forms message. HPWORD sends this message at
print time to the attender of an HP2601, HP2602,
IIP2603, HP2686, HP2687, HP2934 printer or the
HP3000 system operator (for system printers) A 40
byte ASCII string,
default: ASCII spaces,

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETPRINTINFO continued

Text Discussion
This intrinsic may be called only if the document has previously been opened
for write access. It establishes a new print specification for the document.
This intrinsic does not have a functional equivalent in HPWORD unless a
document is actually printed via the print menu screen. WSETPRINTINFO
may be called at any point between the WOPEN and WCLOSE calls. A
document created by WOPEN will have the default values specified above.

Note that by using this intrinsic it is possible to set up or change an existing
print specification although no printing may have taken place.

Note also that you have two ways to print an HPWORD document:

III Print the document from an application program. In this case the
document is read, and the text to be printed is prepared, by the
application program. The program then prints the document directly on
the target printer.

• Print the document interactively with HPWORD, by running
HPWORD.PUB.SYS.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETDOCFORrVlAT

Intrinsic Identity 25
Returns the current document format parameters of an HPWORD
document file.

LA III R R
WGETDOCFORMAT (DFCB, stat~s, doc'page'width, doc'page'height,

I I

doc'pitch, doc'line'density, doc'para'spacing,
I I

doc'para'indent, doc'head'size, doc'foot'size,
R R

doc'insidp'margin, doc'outside'margin,

doc'l ine t s.pac ing , doc'starting'page,
L L

doc'auto'page, doc'hyphen, position'opt,
LA

doc i t abs ) ;

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status J nteger array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

doc'page'width
doc'page'height

Real (Optional )
The width and height of the document page. These
may be returned in inches or centimeters, within the
range:

3 to 32 inches OR
7.62 to 81.3 centimeters

dependent on the units chosen. See Text /)1\('/1 \ 11m!.

doc'pitch l nteg er (Optional )
The number of characters that will be printed
horizontally per inch. For proportional character
sets a nominal character width is taken.

o = prop
10 = 10 pitch
12 = 12 pitch

IntrinsicDescriptions
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WGETDOCFORMAT continued

doc' line' dens ity

doc'para'spacing

doc'para'indent

doc'head'size
doc'foot'size

doc'jnside'margin
doc'outside'margin

doc'line'spacin9

doc'starting'page

doc'auto'page

doc'hyphen

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Integer (Optional)
The number of lines to be printed per vertical inch.

6 or 8

Integer (Optional)
The number of empty lines that precedes each
paragraph, in the range:

o to 19 lines

integer (Optional)
The number of spaces by which the first line of
each paragraph is indented.

Integer (Optional)
Heading size is the number of lines from the top of
the page to the first line of text of the first
paragraph on that page. Footing size is the number
of lines from the last possible text line on the page,
to the bottom of the page. Default Heading and
Footing Size is always 5 lines.

Real (Optional )
The inside and outside page margins in inches or
centimeters will be returned in the same convention
as the document page width and height values.

I nteger (Optional)
Vertical line spacing in multiples of half lines (see
also doc' line' dens itv, above).

Integer (Optional)
The page number of the first page in the document
in the range 1 to 8500.

Logical (Optional]
Returns whether automatic page numbering has
been specified for the document.

o =- off
I", on

Logical (0{J t ional )
Returns whether automatic hyphenation has been
specified for the document.

0= off
I = on



WGETDOCFORMAT continued

position'opt Logical (Optional)
The paragraph position format selected; flush left or
justified.

o = flush left
J = justified

doc'tabs Logical array (Optional)
Definitions of any tabs which have been set up to
,Ipply to the whole document. Each tab setting is
s.ored as a 2 bvte entry in the array where:
Byte I : Lib lvpc (lef't.right.center.decimal)
Byte 2: l-lorivontn l tab column position
The first word contains the number of entries (tab
settings) in the array.
tab type :- I = center

2 = right
3 = left
4 = decimal

tab column :- 1 to 155

Text Discussion
This intrinsic returns the overall format specifications for an HPWORD
document. There are no restrictions on when it may be called.

You can opt for the following parameters to be returned in either imperial
or metric units:

dl)c'pa,)e'Hidth

do c ' page' he i gh t

doc'inside'margin

doc'outside'margln

The units are selected by passing a positive or a negative value in each
parameter.

Initialize to: parameter value> 0 for inches

parameter value <: 0 for centimeters

The format data returned applies globally to the whole document but may
be overridden by formats specified for individual paragraphs.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETDOCFORMAT

Intrinsic Identity 26
Provides the capability to alter the document format parameters for an
HPWORD document file.

LA 11\ R R

WSETDOCFORMAT (DFCB, status, doc'page'width, doc'page'height,
IV IV IV

doc'pitch, doc'line'density, doc'para'spacing,
IV IV IV

doc'pBra'indent, doc'head'size, doc'foot'size,
R R

doc'insidc'margin, doc'outside'margin,
IV IV

doc i Iine r s.pac inq , doc'starting'page,
LV LV LV

doc'auto'page, doc'hyphen, position'opt,
LA

doc'tabs);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information

doc'page'width
doc'page'height

Real to» tional )
The width and height of the document page. These
may be specified in inches or centimeters, within the
range:

3 to 32 inches OR
7.62 to 81.3 centimeters

The values must be supplied as positive numbers for
inches and negative numbers for centimeters.
Note the value supplied will be truncated to the
first three significant figures. This is also the case
with the margin values.

Also, the cornbination of page width and margin
widths must not cause the resulting line length to
exceed 155 character spaces or an error will be
caused.
defaults: 8.5 & 11 inches respectively.

(21.5 and 27.9 centimeters)

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETDOCFORMAT continued

doc'pitch

doc' line' dens ity

doc'para'spacing

doc'para'indent

doc'head'size
doc'1'oot'size

Integer hy value (Optional)
The number of characters to be printed horizontally
per inch. For proportional character sets a nominal
character width is taken.

o = prop
10 = 10 pitch
12 = 12 pitch

default: 10 pitch.

integer by value (Optional)
The number of lines to be printed per vertical inch.

6 or 8
default: 6.

integer bv value (Optional)
The number of empty lines to precede each
paragraph, in the range:

o to J 9 lines
default: I line.

integer by value (Optional)
The number of spaces by which the first line of
each paragraph is to be indented. The value must
not be so large as to leave less than 10 character
spaces on the first line of the paragraph or an error
will occur.
default: O.

integer by value (Optional)
Heading Size is defined as the number of lines
between the top of the page and the first text line
of the page. Similarly the Footing Size is the
number of lines between the last text line of the
page and the bottom of the page.
Range: 0 to 25 lines
dcfautt: 5 (Applies to default header and footer
only - See Page 2-2).

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETDOCFORMAT' continued

doc'inside'margin
doc'outside'margin

doc' line' spac ing

doc'starting'page

doc'auto'page

c!oc'hyphen

position'opt

IntrlnslcDescriptions
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Real (Optional)
The inside and outside page margins in inches or
centimeters specified in the same convention as the
document page width and height values. The two
margins must leave a line length of at least 1 inch or
2.54 centimeters.
deiault: 1 inch / 2.54 centimeters.

Integer by value (Op tional )
Vertical line spacing in multiples of half lines
(see also doc' line' densi tv, above).

I to 7 half lines
default: 2 half lines.

Integer by value (Optional)
The page number of the first page in the document
in the range

1 to 8500
default: 1.

Logical by value (Optional)
Determines whether automatic P~11',l' 1111111iJ,'1 ill 1\

specified for the document.
0= off
1 = on

default: l.

l.ogical hy value (Optional)
Determines whether automatic hyphenation is
specified for the document.

O=off
I = on

default: I.

Logica! hy value (Optional)
The paragraph position format selected; flush left or
justified,

o = flush left
1 = justified

deiault: O.



WSETDOCF'ORMAT continued

doc'tabs Logical array (Optional)
Definitions of any tabs which are to apply to the
whole document. Each tab setting is stored as a 2
byte entry in the array where:
I1ytel: tab type (left.right.center.decimal)
Byte 2 : Horizontal tab column position
The first word contains the number of entries (tab
settings) in the array.
tab type :- I = center

2 = right
3 = left
4 = decimal

tab column :-
default: none

I to 155

Text Discussion

This intrinsic sets up the overall format specifications for a document. It
may be called at any time without affecting the other intrinsic operations.

Note that although it is possible to specify auto-hyphenation, the intrinsics do
not perform hyphenation on a line-by-line basis as lines of text are added to
a document. Hyphenation (and text adjustment) is performed at document
close time by WCLOSE.

In order to determine the number of characters that may fit in a given
length of line the following values should be used for the character widths:

10 pitch = 0.102 of an inch OR 0.26 centimeters

12 pitch =.0 0.085 of an inch OR 0.216 centimeters

prop sp. = 0.085 of an inch Ol~ 0.216 centimeters

The default values the parameters take are those that are already present in
the document format. After creating a new document these values are as
specified above. Thus if n parameter is not specified then no action is taken
on that value.

The values specified in WSETDOCFORIVIAT, or existing there by default, are
imposed on any newly created paragraph unless other values are specified in
WSETPARAFORMAT. The values are not imposed on existing paragraphs
until WCLOSE, then the whole document is readjusted.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WDELETEPARA

Intrinsic Identity 31

Parameters

Text Discussion

Intrinsic Descrlptions
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Provides the capability to delete a paragraph within a document.

LA IA

WDELETEPARA (DFCB, statl~);

DFCB Logical array (Required)
Document File Control Block.

status integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

WDELETEPARA deletes the whole paragraph object (paragraph format and
contents) at the Current Document Position. When the paragraph has been
deleted, the Current Document Position is reset to the following paragraph.
Repeated calls to WDELETEPARA delete paragraphs sequentially. Note
that WDELETEPARA will also delete a paragraph that has been set up by
WSETPARAFORMAT but to which no contents have yet been written by
WWRITELINE. If the end of the document is reached, further calls to
WDELETEPARA have the effect of deleting the last paragraph and moving
the Current Document Position to the new last paragraph; that is, the
Current Document Position moves backward through the document.

If this intrinsic is used to delete a paragraph that has been set up but has had
no text added to it, the current paragraph position is advanced to the next
paragraph. If the deleted paragraph would have been the last one in the
document then the Current Document Position remains at the existing last
paragraph.

The default header and footer paragraphs cannot be deleted with
WDELETEPARA. Any attempt to do so fails, and the current document
position is unchanged.



WGETALLPAI=tAF

Intrinsic Identity 40
Returns the paragraph formatting and descriptor parameters for the next
paragraph in an HPWORD document file. It also establishes the read access
path within the paragraph.

LA IA L LA
k'GETALLPARAF (DFCB, stat~, para'~, EO.Q., par a r t abs ,

I

para'left'margin, para'right'margin

par e t t op r s.pace , par a i l ine t spac inq ,

para'pos'opt, para'hyph'opt, para'indent,

pa r a t f l aqs, para'lineno, spare1, spare2)i

Parameters
DFCG Logical array (Required}

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array (Required)
:; word intrinsic status and error information

pa r a t t ype Intcgcr tRcquired }
The paragraph type of the next paragraph

o == text paragraph
1 == envelope paragraph
2 = figure space
3 = footer
4 = header

EOD Logira! ( Required)
End of document indicator returned if this is 1he
l.ist paragraph in the document,

o = not the end
I = current paragraph is the last

parn'tabs Logical army (Optional)
Definitions of the tabs which are to apply to this
paragraph.
Format as WSETDOCFORMAT doc t t abs.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETALLPARAF continued

par-a t Le f t t ma r q in
para'right'margin

para'top'space

par a "I ine'spacing

pe ra t po s t op t

para'hyph'opt

pflra'indent

Intrinsic Descriptions
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integer (Optional)
Left and right horizontal margin size for this
paragraph measured as the number of columns from
the inside and outside document margins,
respectively. The range of values is such that the
resulting line length must not be less than 10
characters wide.

integer (Optional]
The number of empty spacing lines that precede this
paragraph, if the pa ra ' fl ags parameter indicates
that the paragraph is to be positioned by top space.

Range: 0 to 19

integ er (Optional )
Vertical line spacing for lines in this paragraph in
multiples of half lines.

Range: 0 to 7 half lines

integer (Optional)
The paragraph text format selected for this
paragraph; flush left, flush right, centered, justified.

1 = center
2 = flush right
3 = flush left
4 = justified

Integer (Optional)
Determines whether automatic hyphenation has
been specified for this paragraph.

o == hyphenation off
1 =-, hyphenation on

Integer (Optional)
Determines whether the paragraph first line indent
is zero or as currently specified in the document
format.

o = no first line indent
N = number of spaces in the indent



WGETALLPAI=tAF continued

pa r a' l ineno

pc r a t f Lag s

spa r e l
spare2

integer (Optioned)

The line number that the paragraph would be
positioned on if the para' flags parameter specified
that it was Fixed Position. The value is in half lines.
A value of I indicates the first half-line of the
physical page, not the first half-line below the
heading area. If pa r a ' flags indicates that the
paragraph is not Fixed Position, then para I l inena
may be O.

Range: I to 199 half-lines

lnteger (Optional)

Bit 0 I = Fixed Position paragraph
o =: paragraph positioned by Top Space

Bits I to 14 Unused

Bit 15 I = Note (non-printing) paragraph
a = printing paragraph

A paragraph that is a Heading, Footing, Envelope or
Figure will not be a Note.

integer (Optional)
These parameters are not used in release A.O1.00 of
the intrinsics. The value returned is O.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETALLPARAF continued

Text Discussion
If the current document position is set to the beginning of the document by
WOVEN or has just been set to any other position by WMOVEINDOC or
WDELETEPARA, WGETALLPARAF will return the local paragraph
format specification of the paragraph at the current position. Otherwise it
will return the paragraph format of the next sequential paragraph and reset
the current document position to that paragraph. Consequently it is possible
to position to a paragraph using WMOVEINDOC and read sequentially from
that point with subsequent caJls to WGETALLPARAF or
WGETPARAFORMAT advancing the current document position paragraph
by paragraph.

The paragraph format returned is local to the paragraph and overrides the
global document format specification. It must however be specified as a
subset of the global format.

WGET ALLPARAF returns the paragraph type of the paragraph thus
aJlowing the application program to decide how to process it. For instance,
WREADLINE would be called to read a text paragraph line by line, while
WREADFIGSPACE would be called to return the parameters of a figure
space paragraph.

Note that it would not be legal to call WWRITELlNE immediately after
WGET ALLPARAF as a new paragraph must first be established with
WSETPARAFORMAT.

From Version A05.00 of HPWORD onwards, a paragraph may either be
positioned by its top space, relative to the paragraph before, or it may be
positioned at a fixed line number. A paragraph has three pieces of
information associated with it; the last top space value that the user selected,
the last line number that the LIseI'selected, and which of these two is
currently active. WGETALLPARAF returns all three values in parameters
para'top'space. par a+Li ncno and para'flags.

If the WGETALLPARAF intrinsic is called for a document that precedes
HPWORD A05.00, the paragraph will always be positioned by the top space,
and so para ' l ineno will be zero.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETAllPARAF

Intrinsic Identity 41
Provides the capability to set up paragraph formatting and descriptor
parameters for the next sequential paragraph in an HPWORD document file.
It also establishes the write access path to the paragraph for subsequent write
operations.

IS>V LA IA IV LV

\JSETALLPARAF (DFCB, ~!at_~, pElf'El't~, def au l t t f o rma t ,
LA IV IV

para'tabs, p a r a t l e f t t marq in , para'right'margin
IV IV

par a r t op t s.pace , pa r a t l. ine t spac inq ,
IV IV LV

para' pas' op t , para' hyph' opt, para' indent,
IV IV

par a t f l aqs, para'lineno, spur e l , spareZ)i

Parameters
DFCB Logical array ( Required)

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

pa ra t t vpe integer by value (Required)
The paragraph type of the next paragraph

o = text paragraph
I = envelope paragraph
2 = figure space
3 == footer
'-I= header

de t au l t ' format Logical hy value (Rcquired )
Specifies parameter default rules. Either taken "rom
the last call to WSETALLPARAF or from global
Document format

o = document format
I = previous paragraph

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETALLPARAF continued

para'tabs

pal'a'left'margin
para'right'margin

para'top'space

para'line'spacing

pdra'pos'opt

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Logical array (Optional)
Definitions of the tabs which are to apply to this
paragraph,
(see WSETDOCFORMAT for construct).
default: Document format OR the last paragraph

accessed, dependent on the value of
de tau l t ' format.

Integer by value (Optional)
L.eft and right horizontal margin size for this
! aragraph measured as the number of columns from
the inside and outside document margins
r especti vely, The range of values is such that the
resulting line length must not be less than 10
characters.
de/milt: O.

integer by value (Optional)
The number of empty spacing lines to precede this
paragraph when it is positioned by top space.

Range: 0 to 19
default: doc' format value.

integer by value (Optional)
Vertical line spacing for lines in this paragraph in
multiples of half lines

Range: 0 to 7 half lines
default: doc I format value OR value in previously

accessed paragraph dependent on the value
of default'format.

integer hI' value (Optional)
The paragraph text format selected for this
l'aragrnph: flush left, flush right, centered, justified

J == center
2 = flush right
3 == flush left
4 '" justified

default: doc' format.



WSET ALlPAfiAF continued

para'hyph'opt

para'indent

pur a ' l ineno

pa r e t f laqs

spare1
spare2

integer by value (Optional)
Determines whether automatic hyphenation has
been specified for this paragraph.

o ==hyphenation off
I ==hyphenation on

default: doc' format OR previously accessed
paragraph dependent on the value of
defaul t ' format.

Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies whether the paragraph first line indent
should be zero or as currently specified by the
document format.

o ==no first line indent
I == as document format

default: as document format.

integer (Op tional )

The line number that the paragraph is to be
positioned on if it is a Fixed Position paragraph.
The value is in half-lines. A value of 1 indicates the
first half-line on the physical page and not the first
half-line below the Heading Area.

Range: I to 199 half-lines
del ault: 0 half lines. This is a legal value provided

pa r a ' flags specifies that the paragraph is
positioned by top space.

integer by value (Optional)

Bit 0 I ==Fixed Position paragraph
o == paragraph positioned by top space

Bit J 5 J == Note (non-printing) paragraph
0== printing paragraph

/\ paragraph that is a Heading. Footing. Envelope or
Figure may not be a Note.
default: a printing paragraph, positioned by top

space.

l nteger (Optional)
These para meters take no effect in Version A.O1.00
of the intrinsics

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSET ALLPARAF continued

Text Discussion
WSETALLPARAF sets up the local paragraph format specification for a
new paragraph. The document must be opened with write access to allow
this call. If the current position within the document is set to the last
paragraph then WSETALLPARAF will add a new paragraph to the end of
the document. If the current position is set to some other paragraph within
the document then WSETALLPARAF will insert a new paragraph after the
one at the current position. In both cases the paragraph is set up for
subsequent write access operations. The paragraph format created for the
new paragraph overrides 1he global document format. Format parameters
which are not specified in a call assume the format values from either the
global document format c-r the last call to WSETALLPARAF or
WSETPARAFORMAT.

Since you cannot insert a paragraph before the default footer, a call to
WSETALLPARAF from a Current Document Position at the default header
will result in an error report.

Note that it is not possible to create a paragraph containing nothing. Once
WSETALLPARAF has been called there are only two options.

III To place something into the paragraph using W\VRITELINE or
WWRITEFIGSPACE

III To delete the paragraph using WDELETEPARA. If WCLOSE is called,
the new paragraph wiil effectively be deleted.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETPARAFORMAT

Intrinsic Identity 32
Returns the paragraph fOI matting and descriptor parameters for the next
paragraph in an HPWORD document file. It also establishes the read access
path within the paragraph.

The Dumber of descriptor values in a paragraph increased in HPWORD
A.OS.OO. This intrinsic can be used with documents created with HPWORD
A.05.00 or later, but it does not have enough parameters to return these extra
values. If they are of interest, then the intrinsic WGETALLPARAF should
be used. Either WGETALLPARAF or WGETPARAFORMAT can be used
on documents created before A.OS.OO.

LA !A L LA

WGETPARAFORMAT C!?.£CB, ~atus, fl..§..!·a'type, EOD, para'tabs,

pa r a r l e t t t mar g in , para'right'margin

para'top'space, para'line'spacing,

par a+pos.t op t , para'hyph'opt, para'indent);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required}

Document File Control Block.

stHtus i ntegcr array ( Required )
3 word intrinsic status and error information

pa r a t t vpe integer (Rcquircd)
The paragraph type of the next paragraph

0= text paragraph
I = envelope paragraph
2 = figure space
3 = footer
4 = header

EOD Logical (Requircd )
End of document indicator returned if this is the
last paragraph ill the document.

o = not the end
1 == current paragraph is the last

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WGETPARAFIDRMAT contlnued

para'tabs

p ar a t Le f t t ma r q in
para'right'margin

paf'a'top'space

para' line' spacing

pa ra ' po s ' opt

pa ra t hyph t op t

para' indent

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Logical array (Optional)
Definitions of the tabs which are to apply to this
paragraph, Format as WSETDOCFORMA T
doc'tabs.

Integer (Optional)
Left and right horizontal margin size for this
paragraph measured as the number of columns from
the inside and outside document margins,
respectively. The range of values is such that the
resulting line length must not be less than 10
characters wide.

integer (Optional)
The number of empty spacing lines that precede this
paragraph. If the document is of HPWORD A05.00
or later, and the paragraph is Fixed Position, then
this intrinsic ignores that characteristic. It returns a
top space value which bears no relation to the line
number.

Range: 0 to 19

Integer (Optional)
Vertical line spacing for lines in this paragraph in
multiples of half lines.

Range: 0 to 7 half lines

Integer (Optional)
The paragraph text format selected for this
paragraph; flush left, flush right, centered, justified.

J = center
2 = flush right
3 = fI ush left
4 = justified

I nteger (Optional)
Determines whether automatic hyphenation has
been specified for this paragraph.

o = hyphenation off
J = hyphenation on

Integer (Optional)
Determines whether the paragraph first line indent
is zero or as currently specified in the document
format.

o = no first line indent
N =: number of spaces in the indent



WGETPARAFORMAT continued

Text Discussion
If the current document position is set to the beginning of the document by
WOPEN or has just been set to any other position by WMOVEINDOC or
WDELETEPARA, WGETPARAFORMAT will return the local paragraph
format specification of the paragraph at the current position. Otherwise it
will return the paragraph format of the next sequential paragraph and reset
the current document position to that paragraph. Consequently it is possible
to position to a paragraph using WMOVEINDOC and read sequentially from
that point with subsequent calls to WGETPARAFORMAT advancing the
current document position paragraph by paragraph.

The paragraph format returned is local to the paragraph and overrides the
global document format specification. It must however be specified as a
subset of the global format.

WGETPARAFORMAT returns the paragraph type of the paragraph thus
allowing the application program to decide how to process it. For instance,
\VREADLlNE would be called to read a text paragraph line by line, while
WREADFIGSPACE would be called to return the parameters of a figure
space paragraph.

Note that it would not be legal to call WWRITELlNE immediately after
WGETPARAFORMAT a·; a new paragraph must first be established with
WSETPARAFORMAT.

From Version A.05.00 of HPWORD onwards. a paragraph may be positioned
bv line number or top space. This intrinsic assumes the paragraph is
positioned by top space (see WGETALLPARAF).

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETPARAFORMAT

Intrinsic Identity 33
Provides the capability to set up paragraph formatting and descriptor
parameters for the next sequential paragraph in an HPWORD document file.
It also establishes the write access path to the paragraph for subsequent write
operations.

The number of descriptor values in 11 paragraph increased in HPWORD
A.05.00. This intrinsic can be used to create documents on a site with
HPWORD installed as a separate product if it is version A.OS.OOor later, and
the extra descriptors will take default values of a printing paragraph
positioned by top space. To control the values of these extra descriptors, use
the WSETALLP ARAF intrinsic. (Ha ving version A.O1.02 of the intrinsics
installed without a separate version of HPWORD is equivalent to having
HPWORD version A.OS.04.)

LA I A I V LV

WSETPARAFORMAT (DFCB, ~tatus, E9~?~~, default'format,
LA IV IV

para'tabs, para'left'margin, para'right'margin
IV IV

par a t t opt spac e , par a i l ine t s pac inp ,
IV IV LV

parB'pos'opt, pBra'hyph'opt, para'indent);

Parameters
Df-CB Logical array ( Required]

Document File Control Block.

status l nteger array ( Required )
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

para'type Integer by value (Requircd)
The paragraph type of the next paragraph

o =' text paragraph
I = envelope paragraph
2 = figure space
3 = footer
4 = header

default'format Logical by value (Required)
Specifies parameter default rules. Either taken from
the last call to WSETPARAFORMAT or from
global Document format

o = document format
1 = previous paragraph

IntrinsicDescriptions
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WSETPARAFORMAT continued

para'tabs

para'left'margin
pBra'riyht'margin

para'top'space

para'line'spacing

pa ra ' pas' opt

Logical array (Optional)
Definitions of the tabs which are to apply to this
paragraph.
(see WSETDOCFORMA T for construct).
default: Document format OR the last paragraph

accessed, dependent on the value of
defaul t ' format.

/ nteger by value (Optional)
Left arid right horizontal margin size for this
paragraph measured as the number of columns from
t he inside and outside document margins
respectively. The range of values is such that the
r esultiug line length must not be less than 10
charaeters.
default: O.

Integer by value (Optional)
The paragraph is to be positioned by top space and
this is the value to be used.

Range: 0 to 19
default: doc I format value.

integer hy value (Optional)
Vertical line spacing for lines in this paragraph in
multiples of half lines

Range: 0 to 7 half lines
dctault: doc I format value OR value in previously

accessed paragraph dependent on the value
of def au l t t f o rrna t.

integer hI' value (Optional)
The paragraph text format selected for this
paragraph; flush left, flush right, centered, justified

I = center
2 == flush righ t
3 = flush left
4 = justified

defaul I: doc I f 0 rrna t.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETPARAFORMAT continued

para'hyph'opt integer by val lit' (Optional)
Determines whether automatic hyphenation has
been specified for this paragraph.

o = hyphenation off
1 = hyphenation on

default: doc I format OR previously accessed
paragraph dependent on the value of
defaul t I format.

para'indent Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies whether the paragraph first line indent
should be zero or as currently specified by the
document format,

o = no first line indent
1 = as document format

aefault: as document format.

Text Discussion
WSETPARAFORMAT sets up the local paragraph format specification for a
new paragraph. The document must be opened with write access to allow
this call. If the current position within the document is set to the last
paragraph then \VSFTPARAFORMAT will add a new paragraph to the end
of the document. Il the current position is set to some other paragraph
within the document then WSETPARAFORMAT will insert a new
paragraph after the one at the current position. In both cases the paragraph
is set up for subsequent write access operations. The paragraph format
created for the new paragraph overrides the global document format.
Format parameters which are not specified in a call assume the format
values from either the global document format or the last call to
WSETPARAFORMAT or WSETALLPARAF.

Since you cannot insert a paragraph before the default footer, a call to
WSETPARAFORMAT from a Current Document Position at the default
header will result in an error report.

Note that it is not possible to create a paragraph containing nothing. Once
\VSETPARAFORMAT has been called there are only two options.

• To place something into the paragraph using WWRlTELlNE or
WWRlTEFIGSPACE

III To delete the paragraph using WDELETEPARA. If WCLOSE is called,
the new paragraph will effectively be deleted.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WREADFIGSPACE

Intrinsic Identity 34
Returns Figure Space parameters from a paragraph containing a figure space
in an HPWORD document.

LA I A

WREADFIGSPACE (DFCB, str~, fig'size, fig'placernent
L BA BA

fig'overlay, figure'file, figure'narne,
L L L

fig'rotale, bind'line, page'break);

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array (Required)
3 wore! intrinsic status and error information.

fig',~ize Integer (Required)
The vertical size of the figure space in lines.

fig'placement Integer (Optional)
The horizontal placement of the figure within the
figure space area:
I = centered
2 = righ t flush
3 = left flush

fig'overluY Integer (Optional)
Specifies whether the figure overlays the text in the
following paragraph or is stand-alone:

o = stand alone
I = ovc: 1~IYs

figure'file Byte array tOptumal )
The IVIPE file designator for the HP Figure File or
Raster file containing the figure to be drawn. A 35
byte ASCII string to the format specified for
doc' name in ''lOPEN.

Intrinsic Ocscril .lions
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WREADFIGSPACE continued

figure'nome Byte array (Optional)
The name of a figure. This is specified if the
filename specified in figure' f i leis an HP Figure
File rather than a Raster File. A 16 byte
,I iphanumeric string.

r iq i r o t a t e Logical t Oprional )
Specifics whether or not the figure should be
rotated through 90 degrees anti-clockwise for
printing.

o = do not rotate
I = rotate

bi nd I line Logical (Optional)
r ndicates whether the figure is bound to the line of
text follow ing.

0= not bound
1 = bound

page'break Logical (Optional)
Returns whether a page break occurs after this
figure:

o = no page break
I = user active I ':l~:'.i' 1)[,(,:1 k
2 = user pending page break
3 =- system acti ve page break

Text Discussion
WR EADFIGSPACE should be called when a previous call to
WGETPARAFORMAT has indicated that the next paragraph in the
document contains a figure space. WREADFIGSPACE will then return the
figure space parameters.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WWRITEFIGSPACE

Intrinsic Identity 35
Provides the capability to set up figure space parameters in a paragraph in an
HPWORD document that has been designated a Figure space paragraph.

LA lA IV IV

WWRITEFIGSPACE (DFCB, .0atus, "fig'size, fig'placement,
LV SA SA

fig'overlay, figure'file, figure'name,
LV LV LV

fig'rotate, b ind r Li ne , paqe t br-eak j ;

Parameters
DFCB Logical array (Required)

Document File Control Block.

status Integer array (Required]
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

fig'size integer by value (Required)
The vertical size of the figure space in lines
Minimum value: I,
Maximum value: computed from:
doc' line'density * doc'page'height

- doc' head's ize
- doc'foot'size

where the values are as specified in
WSETDOCFORMAT or as returned in
WG ETDOCFORMAT.

fig'placement integer hy 1'0111(' (Optional)
The horizontal placement of the figure within the
figure space area:

I = centered
2 == right flush
3 == left flush

default: centered.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WWRITEFIGSPACE continued

fig'overlay

figure'file

figure'name

fig'r-otate

bi nd ' line

page'break

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies whether the figure overlays the text of the
following paragraph or stands alone:

o = stand alone
1 = overlays

deiautt: stand alone.

Byte array (Optional)
The MPE file designator for the HP Figure File or
Raster file containing the figure to be drawn.
A 35 byte ASCII string to the format specified for
doc' nameill WOPEN.
default: ASCII spaces.

Byte array (Optional)
CI 'he name of a figure. This is specified if the
filename specified in figure' f i leis an HP Figure
File rather than a Raster File. A 16 byte
alphanumeric string.
default: ASCII spaces.

Logical by value (Optional)
Specifies whether the figure should be printed
rotated 90 degrees anti-clockwise or not.

o = do not rotate
I = rotate

default: do not rotate.

Logical hy value (Optional)
Indicates whether the figure is bound to the line of
text following.

0= not bound
J == bound

deiault: not bound.

Logical hy value (Optional)
Indicates whether a page break occurs after this
figure:

o = no page break
J = a user page break occurs after this figure

default: no page break.



WWRITEFIGSPACE continued

Text Discussion
After WSETPARAFORIVIAT has been called to set up the next paragraph as
a figure space paragraph, this intrinsic is called to specify the details of the
figure. Any attempt to set LIP a figure space specification for a non figure
space paragraph will be disallowed,

The HP Figure file must have been produced by either the DSG/3000,
Hf'Draw or HPEasyChart packages. T!« .ntrinsic does not check for the
existence of the Figure f'ile; this inform , ii,) II is not relevant until the
document is printed from within HPv\ ( )I: I).

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WREADllNE

Intrinsic Number 36

Parameters

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WREADLlNE reads a line from an HPWORD format document file.

o
WREADLI NE

DFCB

status

EOP

line'length

LA IA BA
line'length, tex~ne,

L L
(~FCB, status, £QI',

LA DA

formats, enh anc ement s , newl ine , bind'l ine,
L L

lille'hyphellaled, page'break);

Logical array (Required)
Document File Control Block.

J nteger array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information

Logical (Required)
End of Paragraph indicator which is returned on
the last line in the paragraph.

o = not the last line
1 == last line

integer (Required )
This parameter will supply the number of ASCII
characters that are in the text' line array. If an
lIPWORD document is being read then this value
will be less than 160 characters. But if any lines of
text have been written to a paragraph which were
greater than this value then they will be returned in
the same format and length as they were supplied
until the document is closed and adjusted. At this
time, and only at this time, will the lines of text be
split up and adjusted to fit between the paragraph
margins.



WREADLINE continued

text'line Byte array (Required)
Current line of text comprising printable ASCII
characters and spaces. A tab is replaced by a single
ASCII space, unless the Expanded Read Mode has
been selected in WOPEN, when the correct number
of spaces replaces the tab character. There is no
formatting information included in the text string.

A required space is replaced by an ASCII space, and
its presence indicated by a flag in the formats

parameter.

The first line of a paragraph may have a paragraph
indent. In Expanded Read Mode, the correct
number of spaces will be inserted at the start of the
line. In other modes they will not. This number is
available from WGETPARAFORMAT in parameter
pa r a ' indent.

In Expanded Read Mode, spaces wiII be inserted at
the start of the text Il ine for the para Ileft Imargin.
In other modes they will not. Spaces are never
returned at the end of the t ex t ' line to denote the
para' right 'margin.

The array should be at least 250 bytes.

formats Logical array (Optional)
This is not valid if Expanded Read Mode is selected.
Specifies where tab, indent and required space
characters should occur in text' line. ASCII blank
characters actually occupy the positions in
text 'l ine.
The array is organized as a parallel array, one
Element to each character in text' line. The
following mutually exclusive bit settings indicate
which format character should be substituted into
t ex t ' line in place of the ASCII space character:

Bit 0 Tab character
Bit I Indent character
Bit 2 Required space character

Bit 0 is the left most bit in the logical word.

This array should contain at least 250 words.

Intrinsic Descrlptlons
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WREADLINE continued

enhancements

newline

bi nd ' l ine

line'hyphenated

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Double array (Optional)
Specifies which enhancements apply to tex t ' line.
The array is organized as a parallel array, one
dement (double word) to each character in
t ex t I line. In expanded read mode the array is
expanded so that it is still parallel with the text line.
The following mutually exclusive bit settings in each
Element indicate which enhancements apply to the
corresponding character in tex t I line:
Hit 0 Bold

I Italic
2 Underline
3 Double underline
4 Discretionary hyphen
5 Superscript
6 Subscript
7 System variable
8 User variable

Hit 0 is taken to be the left most bit in the double
word. The array size should be at least 250 elements
(250 doublewords) long.
default: none.

Logical (Optional)
This text line ends with a return marker

I == there is a return marker
o == there is not one present

Logical (Optional)
Indicates whether this line is bound to the next line.

I == the line is bound to the next.
o ""the line is not bound

Logica! (Optional)
This line ends with a hyphenated word (only the
first part of the word LIP to the hyphenation point
should be supplied in the array text I line.

I == the last word is hyphenated
o == the last word is complete



WREADLINE continued

page'break Logical (Optional)
A page break occurs at the end of this line. Note
user page breaks can not occur unless this is the last
line in the paragraph.

o =' DO page break
I = user acti ve page break
2 = user pending page break
3 = system active page break

Text Discussiion
WREADLINE is called to read text from a paragraph in an HPWORD
document on a line-by-line basis. It is the only means by which text may be
read from a document. WREADLINE may be called after
WGETPARAFORMAT has returned the paragraph format for the next
paragraph and established the current document position at that paragraph.
WREADLINE is used to read line-by-line through the paragraph, provided
the paragraph contains text, and returns bare ASCII text and the set of
formatting and enhancement attributes associated with that text. An end of
paragraph indication is returned when the last line in the current paragraph
is read.

Note that when WGETPARAFORMAT is called, a read access path is
established; WREADLINF and WWRITEUNE calls cannot be mixed within
a paragraph.

It is possible for this intrinsic to return a text-line length of O. A user editing
a document might have deleted all the text in a paragraph containing a page
break.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WREADLINE continued

Example of Unexpanded Read Mode

In the following example of formats and enhancements arrays the zeros have
been replaced by periods to make the bit settings more visible.

Actual line as printed by HPWORD :

This is the 1st Example of a user variable var1

In this line, there are three required spaces between "a" and "user", and a tab
character between "variable" and "var I",

Arrays returned by the WREADLINE intrinsic (where spaces are shown as
underlines):

TEXT'LINE :

FORMATS
·.....................•....................... 1 .... tab char

............................ 111 .
indent char
reqd space

ENHANCEMENTS
· 1111111 , , .
.............................. 11111111'111·11 .

· ..............• 1111111 .

bold
itill ic
underline
dbl undrline
disc hyphen
superscript
subscript
system var
user var

................•..•...........•....... 1 .........••

............. 11 •...................................

." 1111

Note the discretionary hyphen under the "i" of "variable" indicates that one
was placed between the "r" and the "i" although it does not show in the
printing of the text line.

Intrinsic Desci iptions
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WREADllNE continued

Example of Expanded Read Mode

In the following example of formats and enhancements arrays the zeros have
been replaced by periods to make the bit settings more visible.

Actual line as printed by HPWORD :

Ttlis is the 1st Sxample elf a user variable var1

In this line. there are three required spaces between "a" and "user", and a tab
character between "variable" and "var l".

Arrays returned by the \\'READU NE intrinsic (where spaces are shown as
underlines):

TEXT'LlNE:

___ var1
.-~-.-~--~-----------.-.---- ---------~---~---.----

FORMATS

................................. 111 .

tab char
indent char
reqd space

.------------------------~--~~~--~---~------
ENHANCEMENTS

........ 1111111 , bold

................................ 1111.111111111 .
............. 1111111 .

ita l ic
underline
dbl undrlne
disc hyphen
superscript
subscript
system var

..••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '1 ••••••••••••••••••••

, .. ,,, 1'1 , " .

""'" .H ••••••••••• " ••••••••• " ••••••• "."~ •••••••••••••••• 1111 user Vflr'

Note the discretionary hyphen under the "i"of "variable" indicates that one
was placed between the "1" and the "i" although it does not show in the
printing of the text line.
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WWRITELINE

Intrinsic Identity 37

Parameters

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Writes a text line to an HPWORD format document file.

{)l/ LA IA IV BA
WWRlTELINE (DFCB, status, line'_~gth, text 'l ine,

LA DA LV LV
formats, enh aricernen t s , newline, bi nd t l ine ,

LV l If

line'hyphenated, page'break);

OFCB Logical array (Required)
Document File Control Block.

status 1nteger array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

l ine v l enq t h J nteger by value (Required)
The number of text characters supplied in text' line.
You are allowed to supply LIP to 250 characters.
These arc stored in the paragraph record as a single
line until HPWORD adjusts the paragraph. If
necessary the line is then split into multiple lines to
fit between the margins.

text'line BY!I! array (Rcquired )
Current line of text comprising printable ASCII
characters and spaces. Tabs, indents and required
spaces are replaced by ASCII spaces. There is no
formatting information included in the text string.
The array should not exceed 250 bytes.



WWRITELINE continued

f orma t s Logical array (Optional)
Specifies where tab, indent and required space
characters should occur in text I line. ASCII blank
characters actually occupy the positions in
text I line.
The array is organized as a parallel array, one
clernen t to each character in t ex t I line. The
following mutually exclusive bit settings indicate
vvhich format character should be substituted into
t ex t I l ine in place of the ASCll space character:

Bit 0 Tab character
Bit I Indent character
Bit 2 Required space character

Hit 0 is the left most bit in the logical word. This
array should contain at most 250 words.
detautt: none.

enhancements Double array (Optional)
Specifies which enhancements apply to tex t I line.
The array is organized as a parallel array, one
element (double word) to each character in
text I line. The following bit settings in each
element indicate which enhancements apply to the
corresponding character in t ex t I line:
Bit 0 Bold

1 Italic
2 Underline
3 Double underline
4 Discretionary hyphen
5 Superscript
6 Subscript
7 System variable
8 User variable

Bit 0 is taken to be the left 1110st bit in the double
word. The array size should be at most 250 elements
(250 doublewords) long.
dctault: none.

newl i rre Logical by value (Optional)
This text line ends with a return marker

1 = there is a return marker
o = there is not one present

default: O.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WWRITELINE continued

bi nd ' line Logical hy value (Optional)
Indicates whether this line is bound to the next line.

I = the line is bound to the next
o = the line is not bound

default: O.

line' hyphenated Logical by value (Optional)
This line ends with a hyphenated word (only the
first part of the word up to the hyphenation point
should be supplied in the array text I line).
I = the last word is hyphenated
0= the last word is complete

default: O.

page'break Logical by value (Optional)
1\ page break occurs after this line. Note only user
page breaks can be set and these can only occur in
the last line of a paragraph. Thus the paragraph
will be terminated if this parameter is set.

0= no page break
I = a user page break is to be placed at the end

of the line
default: O.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WWRITELINE continued

Text Discussion
\VWRITELINE is used to write lines of text within a paragraph.
WSETPARAFORMAT must have been previously called to set up a new
paragraph format and establish the current position at the next paragraph.
WWRITELINE is then used to perform line by line writes through the
paragraph. To move to tile next paragraph WSETPARAFORMAT must be
called again after which more calls to WWRITELINE may be made if
desired for further text entry. WWRITELINE and WREADLINE calls may
not be mixed within the same paragraph. It is important to remember that
actual access to a paragraph may only be either read or write but not both.

The length of the line that may be written to the paragraph must be less than
250 characters. It is important to remember to include a space between the
last word on a line written by WWRITELINE and the first word of the next
line to be written. If this is not done then the two words will be treated as
one long one. When the document is WCLOSEd the entire document will be
adjusted and any hyphenation taken care of.

It should be noted that the current paragraph will be closed by either
supplying the page I break IJarameter with a value of I (a User page break) or
calling one of the following intrinsics :

WSETPARAFORMAT

WGETPARAFORMAT

WSETALLPARAF

WGETALLPARAF

WDELETEPARA

\1.,1 [VI{)VEINDOC

\VCLOSE

Also, it should be noted that when page break is specified it is entered as a
user pending page break. When the document is WCLOSEd and pagination
is requested. it is converted to an actual page break.

Intrinsic Descriptions
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WSETPAGEBREAK

Intrinsic Identity 38

Parameters

Text Discussion

Intrinsic Descriptions
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Places a User page break .it the end of the current paragraph.

LA ) A

WSETPAGEBREAK (DFCB, st ut us j ;

DFCB Logical array (Required}
Document File Control Block.

status I nteger array (Required)
3 word intrinsic status and error information.

WSETPAGEBREAK provides the calling application with some pagination
control. It is used to establish a new user pagebreak after the paragraph
currently positioned to.

Note that a user page break may also be specified while writing to a
paragraph (via WWRITEFIGSPACE or WWRITELlNE) with the following
result:

When this intrinsic is called the paragraph will be terminated thus requiring
one of the following intrinsics to be called to set the paragraph pointer to a
new paragraph:

\VSETPARAFORMAT

we; ETPA RAFORMAT

WSETALLPARAF

WGETALLPARAF

\VMOVEINDOC



WDELETEPAGEBREAK
Intrinsic Identity 39

Parameters

Text Discussion

Deletes a user pagebreak

LA IA
WDELETEPAGEBREAK (Q£~, status);

DFCB j .ogical array ( Required)
Document File Control Block

stAtus Integer array (Required)
3 word intrinsic error and status information.

\VDELETEPAGEBREAI< is used to delete the page break that follows the
paragraph currently positioned to. It should be noted that only a user
specified page break can be deleted.

As with WSETPAGEBREAK calling this intrinsic will terminate access to the
current paragraph requiring the paragraph pointer to be set to a new
paragraph in the document,

Intrinsic Description!
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WVERSION

Intrinsic Identity 20

Parameters

Text Discussion
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Returns the version number of the HPWORD Intrinsic Set in use.

IA BA

WVERSION <status, ver~~});

s t a t us l nteger array (Required)
:3 word intrinsic error and status information.

Byte array (Required)
Returns the version number of the HPWORD
Iutrinsic Set in use. (16 bytes)

WVERSION returns the version number of the HPWORD Intrinsics intrinsic
code in LIse.It may be called at any time. No document need be open when
WVERSION is called.

The intrinsics version number is defined as follows:

HP32119A.vv.ff

where vv > version number
f f := fix number

with 2 trailing blanks following.
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Error Messages





Error Messages

Meanings and Actions
Errors are reported through the 3 word array STATUS in the following
manner:

Word I - primary status indicating the error/warning number. The values
supplied in this word correspond to the error message numbers in
the message c. talog 'Sets.

Zero i.nplies that the intrinsic call was successful.

Negative \ alues indicate that an error has occurred.

Positive values are to warn the user that although the
intrinsic call was completed satisfactorily some
problem or unusual condition was encountered.

Word 2 - secondary status supplying more information such as the number
of the file system error or HPWORD INTRINSICS internal error
tha t occurred.

Word 3 - the identity number of the intrinsic that has returned the status.

This status may be passed to WERRORINFO which will return a message
string taken from a message catalog specified at WOPEN time (see
TVE RRORI N FO, description and examples).

Error Messages
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For the purpose of identification, the important words in the status array are
the primary status which gives the error number and the intrinsic ID which
identifies the intrinsic called. The Intrinsic identities are as follow:

STATUS WORD THREE: INTRIIJSIC ID

WOPEN 11
WCLOSE 1'Jc.
Wt,lARKPARAS 13
WMO'JEINDOC 11;

\.ERROR INFO 21
WGETDOCINFO 2i
WGETPRltHINFO 2".J
WSETPRINTINFO 24
WGETDOCFORMAT 2:'
WSETDOCFORMAT 26

\.DFLUEPARA 3';
WGETPARAFORMAT 3;

WSETPARAFORMAT 3::;

WREADFIGSPACE 31,

W\.R ITE F 1GSPACE 3)
WREADLINE 3(>

WWRITELINE 3i'

WSETPAGEBREAK 3e
WDELETEPAGEBREAK 39
WGETALLPARAF 4(1
WSETALLPARAF 41

The messages in the catalog are arranged into sets by the [D number of the
intrinsic that returns them. The number of the message within the set is
given by the modulus of the Primary Status. ]1' the sign is positive then the
message is a warning. If the primary status is negative then there is an error
condition. Some warnings and errors are common to the intrinsics and are to
be found in Set 1, they have a primary status in the range from 1 to 18
inclusive. A Primary Status of zero (indicating successful completion) is
mapped onto message number 19.

In the following lists of error messages. warnings are marked "w".

Error Messages
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Key
FS - File System error. The parameter value is the errorcode

returned by FCHECK.

WPERR - HPWORD error. The parameter value is an HPWORD
error number, consult Appendix F Error
and Warning Messages in the HPWORD
Administration manual.

IT - Intrinsic error. An internal inconsistency has been
detected by the intrinsics. The parameter
value is secondary information.

Please report these errors to Hewlett-Packard with the following
documentation on a tape:

• Source listing of the application program

Ii Application program file

11/ The MPE files being accessed when the error occurred.

'" Description of the program's design and steps taken to reproduce
the problem.

SET 1 Common Messages
These messages are common to all the intrinsics and are numbered
from J to 19.

NO DFCB PARAMETER SUPPLIED
? DFCB SUPPLIED IS COR~UPTED, DOCUMENT SHOULD BE WCLOSEd
3 FILE SYSTEM ERROR (FSxx) OCCURRED
4 INTERNAL ERROR(ITxx) OCCURRED IN HPWORD INTRINSICS
5 FATAL ERROR HAS occurRED, DOCUMENT SHOULD BE WCLOSEd
6 INVALID POINT AT WHICH TO CALL THIS INTRINSIC (ITxx)
7 REQUIRED PARAMETER »x MISSING
g INVALID DOCUMENT FORfiAT SUPPLIED TO THE INTRINSIC
9 A DOCUMENT I~UST BE OPEN TO CALL THIS INTRINSIC

'10 PARAMETER ! I s START !.DDI~ESS IS OUT OF BOUNDS
11 PARAMETER! NOT LARGE ENOUGH, BOUNDS VIOLATION MAY OCCUR
'12 PARAr~ETER ! MAY CAUSE: A BOllNDS VIOLATION

w19 INTRINSIC CALL COMPLETED WITHOUT ERROR

Each of the following sets contains messages local to a single intrinsic.
Within each set the messages are numbered from 20 upwards.

Error Messages
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SET 11 WOPEN
20 DOCUMENT OF THIS NANE IS ALREADY OPEN
22 THE DFCB SUPPLIED B[LONGS TO AN OPEN DOCUMENT
23 THE DOCUMENT NAME l~ A REQUIRED PARAMETER
24 CREATION OF A DOCUMENT REQUIRES READ'WRITE ACCESS
26 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) SPEC IF IED FOR DOr~A IN
28 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) S!ECIFIED FOR ACCESS TYPE
31 ACCESS FAILED TO HP\/ORD's LANGUAGE CONFIGURATION FILE (FS!)

w 32 UNABLE TO OPEN 1 HE ~IESSAGE CATALOG
33 R/W ACCESS DENIED, IOC lANGUAGE (!) NOT CONFIGURED ON SYSTEM
34 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) SIECIFIED FOR DOCUMENT LANGUAGE
36 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) SI'EC IF IED FOR DOCU~rENT SIZE
38 INCORRECT VERSION or HPWORD INSTALLED ON SYSTEM
40 ACCESS TO THE HFWORD CONFIGURATION FILE FAILED (FS!)

41 MANIPULATION OF HPWORD GLOBAL RIN FAILED (FS!)
43 A FILE OF THAT NAMl ALREADY EXISTS
44 DOCUMENT IS EMP1Y, lNCORRECT, AND CANNOT BE RECOVERED
46 MADE INSUFFICIENT ROOM FOR THE SIZE OF DOCUMENT
48 UNABLE TO OPEN THE SPECIFIED DOCUMENT FILE (FS!)
50 ACCESS TO THE FILE fAILED, SUBSEQUENT TO OPENING IT (FS!)
52 FILE SPECIFIED IS NOT AN HPWORD DOCUMENT
54 ACCESS DENIED, DOCUNENT IS MARKED AS QUEUED FOR PRINTING
56 DOCUMENT IS MARKED AS BEING ACCESSED BY OTHER PROCESS

58 DOCUMENT LANGUAGE IS INCONSISTENT WITH LANGUAGE SPECIFIED
59 VERSION OF DOCUMENT INCOMPATIBLE WITH VERSION OF INTRINSICS
60 DOCUMENT NEEDS RECOVERY, READ/WRITE ACCESS REQUIRED
62 UNABLE TO PREPARE D(,CUMENT ~OR RECOVEln BY IIP\·JORD(FS!)
66 DOCUMENT IS USELESS, COMPLETELY EMPTY, SUGGEST PURGE IT.
68 OOCUt4ENT RECOVERY l~i,S REQUIRED, ATTH1PTED BUT FAILED
70 INCONSISTENCY I~ DOt'JMENT, ~OPEN FAILED
72 WOPEN FAILED TO RECIOSE DOCUMENT SUBSEQUENT TO AN ERROR
74 UNABLE TO CREATf DOCUMENT (FSI)
76 INITIALIZATION OF CREATED DOCUMENT FAILED (FS!)
78 ACCESS TO THE HPWORD MESSAGE CATALOG FAILED (!FS)
80 DOCUMENT REQUIRES RECOVERY, UNABLE TO, INVOKE HPWORD (FS !)
82 DOCUMENT RECOVERY WAS ATTEMPTED BUT FAILED (WPERR!)
84 DOCUMENT NEEDS RECOVERY & PH CAPABILITY NEEDED ON PROGRAM
86 DOCUMENT REQUIRES RE:COVERY, FAILED TO INVOKE HPWORD (IT!)

Error Messages
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SET 12 WCLOSE
w 20 UNKNOWN
w 22 UNKNOWN
w 24 DOCUMENT

25 DOCUMENT
w 26 DOCUMENT

VALUE (1) SPECIFIED FOR PAGINATION PARAMETER
VALUE (I) Sf'ECIFIED FOR DISPOSITION PARAMETER
CLOSED, THE DFCB WAS CORRUPT
COULD NOT HE CLOSED (FS!) & THE DFCB WAS CORRUPT
CLOSED, BUT COULD NOT REPAGINATE IN READ/ONLY ACCESS

w 28 DOCUMENT CLOSED, BUT COULD NOT PURGE IN READ/ONLY ACCESS
w 29 DOCUMENT CLOSED, UNABLE TO CLOSE THE MESSAGE CATALOG (FS!)

30 DOCUMENT WOULD NOT CLOSE (FS!)
w 31 DOCUMENT MAY REQUIRE RECOVERY, MAY BE INCONSISTENT (IT!)
w 32 DOCUMENT CLOSED BUT UNABLE TO PURGE IT (FS!)
w 42 DOCUMENT WAS NOT OPEN TO BE CLOSED (FS!)

80 DOCUMENT UNADJUSTED, UNABLE TO INVOKE HPWORD (FS!)
82 HPWORD LOCATED AN ;I·CONSISTENCY IN THE DOCUMENT (WPERR!)
84 PH CAPABILITY REQUl:ED TO INVOKE HPWORD TO ADJUST DOCUMENT
86 DOCUMENT UNADJUSTED, COULU NOT INVOKE HPWORD (IT1)

SET 13 ',NMARKPARAS
20 THERE IS NO DOCUMENT OPEN TO SET EDIT POSITIONS WITHIN
21 THE DOCUMENT IS EMPTY APART FROM THE TWO DEFAULT PARAGRAPHS
22 BETWEEN 1 AND! EDIT POSITIONS MAY BE SPECIFIED
24 DOCUMENT SIZE (! PAGES) TOO GREAT FOR THIS INTRINSIC
'26 THE DOCUr~ENT ONLY CONTAINS I PAGES
28 A NEGATIVE PARAGRAPH NUMBER WAS SPECIFIED FOR POSITION
30 A NEGATIVE PAGE NU~IBER WAS SPECIFIED FOR POSITION
32 NO PARAGRAPH COULD BE FOUND AT THIS POSITION !

SET 14 WMOVEINDOC
22 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) SPECIFIED FOR MOVE MODE
24 EDIT POSITION SPECIFIED OUTSIDE OF LEGAL RANGE ., TO
26 EDIT POSITIONS WERL NEVER DEFINED
;~8 ED IT POS IT IONS WEill LOST WilEN DOCUMENT BECAME EMPTY
~"() NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS SPECIFIED IS ! AND IS ILLEGAL
'')2 DFCB SUPPLIED DOES NOT SPEr) FY AN OPEN DOCUMENT

Ii'·, END OF DOCUMENl REI,CHED LlUORE MOVE COMPLETED
H 36 TOP OF DOCUMENT REACHED BEFORE MOVE COMPLETED

38 THE DFCB IS INCONSiSTENT (IT!)

Error Messages
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SET 21 WERRORINFO
The following error messages are returned by WERRORINFO. The intrinsic
status passed to WERRORINFO for interpretation is included in the message.

22 THE INTRINSIC ID IN THIS STATUS IS UNKNOWN STATUS=!
;_~4 NO NESSAGE FOUND FOr! THIS ERROR NUNBER STATUS=!
26 NO SET NUNBER IN TilL MESSAGE FILE FOR THIS INTRINSIC STATUS=!
30 WERROR UNABLE TO INTERPRET THIS STATUS STATUS=!

When y.,'ERRORINFO is unable to access the message catalog, it returns one
of the following Primary Status values which are to be interpreted as:

34 THERE IS NOT AN OPEN MESSAGE FILE
36 A FILE SYSTEN ERROR OCCURRED. WERRORINFO's secondary

status gives the MP[ Genmessage error number.

SET 22 WGETDOCINFO
22 DOCUMENT SIZE (! PAGES) TOO GREAT FOR THIS INTRINSIC
30 THE SUPPLIED DFCB DOES NOT REFER TO AN OPEN DOCUMENT

w 32 UNABLE TO DETERMINE STATUS OF PAGINATION

SET 23 WGETPRINTINFO
--------No error messages ------------

SET 24 WSETPRINTINFO
20 NEGATIVE VALUE (!) SPECIFIED FOR NUMBER OF COPIES
22 UNKNOWN VALUE (I) ::PECIFIED FOR OPTION FINAL OR DRAFT
;>1, UNKNOWN VALUE (I) ~;PEC IF IED FOR OPT! ON SINGLE -SIDED
26 FIRST PAGE NUMBER (!) MUST BE IN RANGE 1 TO 9999
21) LAST PAGE NUMBER (!) I~UST BE IN RANGE 1 TO 9999
30 LAST PAGE SPEC IF IE[' (!) IS LESS THAN FIRST PAGE
32 UNKNOWN VALUE (I) SPECIFIED FOR ENVELOPE OPTION
34 UNKNOWN VALUE (!) SPECIFIED FOR FORMS OPTION
36 READ/WRITE ACCESS IS REQUIRED TO SET THE PRINT INFORMATION

SET 25 WGETDOCFORMJ,T
20 THE INTRINSIC COULl' NOT I\CCESS THE DATA (FS ! )
21 AN INTERNAL FIl.E READ ERROR OCCURRED (FS ! )

22 THE DOCUMENT FORMAT RECORD COULD NOT BE READ (FS

Error Messages
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SET 26 WSETDOCFORMAT
20 THE DOCUMENT POI NTH COULD NOT BE RESET (FS ! )

21 THE DOCUMENT FORMAT RECORD COULD NOT BE ACCESSED (FS
22 PAGE WIDTH MUST BE t:ETWEEN 7.62 & 81.3 CMS
23 PAGE HEIGHr MUST BE BETWEEN 7.62 & 81.3CMS
24 TilE RESULT ING LI NE i.ENGTIl IS LESS THAN 1 IIJCIl
25 INVALID PITCH PARAM~TER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
26 INVALID LINE DENSITY PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
27 INVALID PARA SPACIN(J PARM1ETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
28 INVALID HEAD AREA PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
29 INVALID FOOT AREA PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
30 INVALID LINE SPACIN(i PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
31 INVALID STARTING PA(iE PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
32 INVALID AUTO PAGE NUMBERING PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
33 INVALID AUTO HYPHENATION PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
3f,ItlVALID DOCUMENT JU~:TIFICATION PARAMETER ( ! ) SPECIFIED
35 NUMBER OF rABS ( > SPECIFIED FOR THE DOCUMENT IS INVALID
36 THE TAB TYPE (! liAS NOT UNDERSTOOD
37 THE TAB COLUMN ( ~ IS NOT A VALID POSITION
38 MULTIPLE TABS WERE SPECIFIED AT POSITION ( !

39 THE DOCUMENT FORMAT RECORD COULD NOT BE UPDATED (FS ! )

40 DOCUMENT POINTER WAS NOT RESET AFTER FORMAT UPDATE (FS
41 THE INDENT VALUE ( ! ) IS INVALID
42 THE INDENT VALUE IS TOO LARGE FOR THE LENGTH OF LINE
43 THE DEFAULT INDENT ~ALUE IS TOO LARGE FOR THE LINE LENGTH
44 YOU MUST HAVE READ/WRITE ACCESS TO ALTER THE DOC FORMAT
45 PAGE WIDTH MUST BE 8ETWEEN j & 32 INCHES
46 PAGE HEIGHT MUST BE BETWEEN 3 & 32 INCHES
47 INVALID SIZE SPECIFIED ( IN CMS FOR THE INSIDE MARGIN
48 INVALID SIZE SPECIFIED ( IN INS FOR THE INSIDE MARGIN
1,9 INVALID SIZE SPECIFIED ( IN OIS FOR TIlE OUTSIDE ~lARGIN
50 INVALID SIZE SPECIF!ED IN INS FOR THE OUTSIDE MARGIN
51 f'!ORE THAN 155 CHARACTERS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED ( ! )
52 THE DOCUMENT FORMAT RECORD COULD NOT BE ACCESSED (FS
53 THE NEW DOCUMENT FORMAT RECORD COULD NOT BE ADDED(FS
5/+ THE DEFAUL r FOOT ER COULD NOT BE ACCESSED (FS ! )
55 TilE DEFAULT FOOT ER COULD NOT BE UPDATED (FS ! )

SET 31 WDELETEPARA
?O YOU HUST HAVE RFAD/\lRlTE ACCESS TO DELETE A PARAGRAPH
21 YOU CAN NOT DELETE THE DEFAULT HEADER
22 YOU CAN NOT DELETE THE DEFAULT FOOTER
23 INTERNAL ERROR (IT I OCCURRED WHEN RESETTING THE POINTER
24 INTEfmAL ERROR (I r I ) OCCURRED WHEN ACCESS ING NEXT PARA
25 INTERNAL ERROR (IT I ) OCCURRED WHILE DELETING PARA
26 INTERNAL ACCESS ERRUR (IT! ) OCCURRED WHILE DELETING PARA
27 INTERNAL ERROR (IT I ) OCCURRED ON FINAL POINTER RESET
28 INTERNAL ERROR (1 T' l'II':fJ,~CCESS j I~G THE CURRENT PARA
29 INTERNAL ERROR (IT' WH[N ACCESSING PREVIOUS PARA
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SET 40 WGETALL.PARAF
20 THERE ARE NO MORE PARAGRAPHS IN THE DOCUMENT

w 21 WARNING - THE PARAGRAPH TYPE IS INVALID_

SET 41 WSETALLPARAF
20 NO PARAGRAPH TYPE HilS BEEN SPECIFIED.
21 NO DEFAULT POSllIOl1 WAS SPECIFIED.
22 YOU CANNOT CALL THIS INTRINSIC WITH READ ONLY ACCESS.
23 YOU CAN'T SET A PARilGRAPH BEFORE THE DEFAULT FOOTER.
2/, TilE INTRINSIC CAN'T BE CALLED IMMEDIATELY AFTER ITSELF.
25 AN ENVELOPE ALREADY:EXISTS IN THE DOCUMENT.
26 ENVELOPE CAN ONLY BE PLACED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE DOCUMENT
27 TilE PARAGRAPH TYPE ~;UPPLlED ( ! ) IS NOT A VALID TYPE.
28 THE DEFAULT FORMAT SUPPLIED ( ! ) IS NOT VALID.
29 YOU HAVE SPECIFIED TOO MANY TABS.
30 INVALID TAB TYPE AT POSITION ( ! ) IN THE TAB ARRAY
31 INVALID TAB COLUMN AT POSITION ( ! ) IN THE TAB ARRAY
32 TWO TABS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED AT POSITION ( ! )

33 ( ! ) IS NOT A VALI~ VALUE FOR THE LEFT MARGIN.
34 ( ! ) IS NOT A VALID VALUE FOR THE RIGHT MARGIN.
35 MARGINS ARE TOO WIDE' TOO LITTLE ROOM LEFT ON THE LINE.
36 THE VALUE OF ( ! ) FOR THE TOP SPACE IS NOT VALID.
37 VALUE OF ( ! ) FOR THE PARA LINE SPACING IS INVALID.
38 VALUE ( ! ) FOR THE PARA POSITIONING OPTION IS INVALID
39 VALUE OF ( ! ) FOR THE HYPHENATION OPTION IS INVALID.
40 THE PARA INDENT PARI,METER SHOULD BE "0" OR "1"
41 THERE IS NO ROOM TO ADD ANOrHER PARAGRAPH.
42 LAST SEGMENT OF TEXT JUST WRITTEN COULD NOT BE SAVED (IT!)
43 FAILED (IT!) WHILE 1RYING TO ACCESS THE END OF THE PARA
44 A FIGURE SPACE CA~ ~OT TAKE THE JUSTIFIED POSITION OPTION
45 INVALID VALUE ( I ) SPECIFIED FOR LINE NUMBER
(,6 FIXED POSITION O?TIOI4 REQUESlED BUT NO LII~E NUI4BER GIVEN
47 ONLY PARAGRAPHS OF 'YPE TEXT MAY BE NON-PRINTING

SET 32 WGETPARAFORNiAT
20 THERE ARE NO MORE PARAGRAPHS IN THE DOCUMENT

w 21 WARNING - THE PARAGRAPH TYPE IS INVALID.
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SET 33 WSETPARAFORIVJAT
20 NO PARAGRAPH TYPE HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.
21 NO DEFAULT POSITION WAS SPECIFIED.
22 YOU CANNOT CALL THIS INTRINSIC WITH READ ONLY ACCESS.
23 YOU CAN'T SET A PARI,GRAPH BEFORE TilE DEFAULT FOOTER.
24 rilE INTRINSIC CAN'T BE CALLED IMMEDIATELY AFTER ITSELF.
25 AN ENVELOPE ALREADY EXISTS IN THE DOCUMENT.
26 ENVELOPE CAN ONLY Bf PLACED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE DOCUMENT
27 THE PARAGRAPH TYPE SUPPLIED ( ! ) IS NOT A VALID TYPE.
28 THE DEFAULT FORMAT SUPPLIED ( I ) IS NOT VALID.
29 YOU HAVE SPECIFIED TOO MANY TABS.
30 INVALID TAB TYPE AT POSITION ( ! ) IN THE TAB ARRAY
31 INVALID TAB COLUMN AT POSITION ( ! ) IN THE TAB ARRAY
32 TWO TABS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED AT POSITION ( ! )

33 ( ! ) IS NOT A VALID VALUE FOR THE LEFT MARGIN.
34 ( ! ) IS NOT A VALID VALUE FOR THE RIGHT MARGIN.
35 MARGINS ARE TOO WIDr - TOO LITTLE ROOM LEFT ON THE LINE.
36 TilE VALUE OF ( ! ) fOR THE TOP SPACE IS NOT VALID.
37 VALUE OF ( ! ) FOR THE PARA LINE SPACING IS INVALID.
38 VALUE ( ! ) FOR THE PARA POSITIONING OPTION IS INVALID
39 VALUE OF ( ! ) FOR THE HYPHEIJATION OPTION IS INVALID.
1+0 T liE PARA INDENT PARAMETER SHOULD BE "0" OR "1"
41 THERE IS NO ROOM TO!ADD ANOTHER PARAGRAPH.
42 LAST SEGMENT OF TEXT JUST WRITTEN COULD NOT BE SAVED (IT!)
43 FAILED (IT!) WHILE TRYING TO ACCESS THE END OF THE PARA
44 A FIGURE SPACE CAN NOT TAKE THE JUSTIFIED POSITION OPTION

SET 34 WREADFIGSPACE
20 THE CURRENT PARAGRAPH IS TEXTUAL AND NOT A FIGURE SPACE
22 THERE IS NO CURRENT PARAGRAPII
2~ lHE FIGURE SPACE HEIGHT (IN LINES) IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

SET 35 WWRITEFIGSPAGE
20 OUTSTANDING REQUEST IS FOR A TEXT PARAGRAPH, NOT FOR A FIGURE
24 THE FIGURE SIZE ( IN LINES) MUST BE SPECIFIED
:'~6 FIGURE SIZE MUST BE IN RANGE 1 TO ! LI NES
28 UNKNOWN VALUE ( !) SlIPPLIED FOR PLACEMENT OPTION
30 UNKNOWN VALUE ( ! ) SliPPLIED FOR OVERLAY OPTION
32 UNKNOWN VALUE ( !) SIJPPL IED FOR BIND LINE OPTION
3{~ UNKNOWN VALUE ( ! ) SliPPLIED FOR ROTATION OPTION
36 INVALID VALUE ( ! ) SliPPLI ED FOR PAGE BREAK OPTION
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SET 36 WREADLINE
20 AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED THERE ARE NO MORE LINES
21 INTERNAL ERROR (FS ! ) OCCURRED WHEN ACCESSING PARAGRAPH

w 22 WARNING - PENDING PAGEBREAK ON THIS LINE WAS NOT RECOGNIZED

SET 37 WWRITELINE
20 LENGTH OF THE TEXT SUPPLIED ( ! ) IS TOO LONG (MAX 250)
21 TIlE LENGTH OF THE HXT MUST BE GREATER THAN 0
22 THE VALUE OF PARAMETER ! IS INCORRECT_
23 AN INVALID TEXT CHARACTER WAS DETECTED AT POSITION
24 MORE THAN 1 FORMAT CHARACTER WAS SPECIFIED AT POSITION
25 T liE FORMAT CHARACTEf: AT POS ITI ON ! WASN I T UNDER A SPACE_
26 BOTH A USER AND A SYSTEM VARIABLE WAS SPECIFIED AT POS !

27 A FORMAT CHARAClER CAN NOT BE PLACED IN A VARIABLE - POS
28 AN ASCII SPACE CAN NOT BE PLACED IN A VARIABLE - POS !

29 ASCII SPACE AT POS I WAS ENHANCED AS A VARIABLE
30 MULTIPLE UNDERLINE CHOICE WAS SPECIFIED AT POS !

31 THE CIIAR AT POS ! CANNOT BE SUBSCRIPTED & SUPERSCRIPTED

SET 38 WSETPAGEBREAK
20 YOU CAN NOT MODIFY THE DEFAULT HEADER
21 YOU CAN NOT MODIFY THE DEFAULT FOOTER
22 YOU MUST HAVE READ/WRITE ACCESS TO SET A PAGE BREAK
23 INTERNAL ERROR (FS I ) OCCURRED WHEN ACCESSING PARAGRAPH

w 24 THERE IS ALREADY A lISER PENDING PAGE BREAK PRESENT
w 25 A PENDING SYSTEM PAGE BREAK WAS REPLACED
w 26 THERE ALREADY EXIST:; AN ACTIVE USER PAGE BREAK
w 27 AN ACTIVE SYSTEM PAGE BREAK WAS REPLACED

28 INTERNAL ERROR (FS ! ) OCCURRED WHEN STORING PREVIOUS PARA
29 INTERNAL ERROR (FS I ) OCCURRED WHEN STOR ING CURRENT PARA
30 INTRINSIC CAN NOT BL CALLED IMMEDIATELY AFTER WSETPARAFORMAT

SET 39 WDElETEPAGEBREAK
;!(J YOU I~UST HAVE READ/\iRITE ACCESS TO DELETE A PAGE BREAK
21 YOU CAN NOT MODIFY THE DEFAULT HEADER
22 YOU CAN NOT MODIFY THE DEFAULT FOOTER
23 THERE CAN NOT BE A ['AGE I3r~EAK TO BE DELETED
;'1+ INTERNAL ERROR (FS I ) OCCURRED WHEN ACCESS ING PARAGRAPH
25 A PEND ING SYSTHI PA.(jE BREAK viAS FOUND AND DELETED

w 26 A SYSTEM PAGE BREAK WAS FOUND AND DELETED
w 27 PAGE BREAK DELEl·ED ~UT THE PARAGRAPH MIGHT BE INCONSISTENT

28 AN INTERNAL ERROR(F~; ! ) OCCURRED WHILE UPDATING THE PARA
w 29 THERE IS NO PAGE BR~AK TO BE DELETED
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Document Default Values

This appendix defines the values that HPWORD INTRJNSICS will
establish for the document objects when creating a new document
file. They are also the default values taken by the intrinsics in
the Document Attribute Group. These values are those used by
HPWORD to build the TEMPLATE file.

Document Information Object
This contains general and summary information about the document.
Values marked with an asterisk can be provided at WOPEN. All can
be accessed with WGETDOCINFO.

DOC'I.ANGUAGE
DOC'FORMAT

ameriLan'english
HPWORD

*

DOC'PAGINATED no
DOC'PAGE'CNT
DOC'SUBJECT ASCI I spaces

ASCII spaces
us er t s logon id
use r 's logon id
ASCII spaces
80 (approx 80 pages)

*
DOC'AUTHOR
DOC'CREATOR
OOC'REVISOR
DOC'SUBJECT
DOC'SIZE

*
*

*

DOC'CREATE'DATE date (If creation
DOC'REVISE'DATE date (If last revision
DOC'PRINTED'DATE date last printed

Print Format Object
This object contains the print specification for the document. Values can be
set with WSETPRINTINFO and accessed with WGETPRINTINFO.

PRINT'NUM'COPIES
PRINT'FINAL
PR.INT'ENVELOPE
PRINT'FIRST'PAGE
PRINT'I.AST'PAGE
PRINT'SINGLE
PRINT'VARDOCNAME
PRINT'ENVIRONMENT
PRINT'FORM'OPTION
PRINT'FORMS'MSG

final copy
do not print

single'sided
ASCII spaces
ASCI I spaces
o
ASCI I spaces
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Document Format Object
This object contains the overall document format characteristics. They can
be accessed with WGETDOCFORMA T and can be changed at any time with
\VSETDOCFORMAT.

DOC'PAGE'WIDTH
DOC'PAGE'HEIGHT
DOC' PITCH
DOC' l.l NE' DENS ITY
DOC'PARA'SPACING
DOC'PARA'INDENT
DOC'HEAD'SIZE
DOC'FOOl'SIZE
DOC' INSIDE 'MARGIN
DOC'OUTSIDE'MARGIN
DOC'LINE'SPACING
DOC'STARTING'PAGE
DOC'AUTO'PAGE
DOC'HYPHEN
POSITION'OPT
DOC'TABS

Default Header Paragraph

8.5 inches (21.6 cm)
11 inches (27.9 em)
10 pitch
6 lines per inch
2 half lines
o
5 lines
5 lines

inch (2.54 em)
1 inch (2.54 em)
2 half Iine

on
on
left flush
none

HPWORD INTRINSICS t ollows the convention of HPWORD and builds a
defa ult header paragraph as th« ri1Stparagraph in the document. This
header consists of five blank lin It can be accessed with
WGETPARAFORMAT but cannot be deleted.

Default Footer Paragraph
IIPWORD INTIUNS]CS t ollows the convention of HPWORD and places a
default footer paragraph after t he default header. This footer consists of
five lines. The first four are blank. The last line contains the system variable
"$pagenum", which is centered. This paragraph can be accessed with
we ETPA RAFORMAT but cannot be deleted.

Document Default Values
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SPL Proqrarnmtnq Example

The following example program illustrates the basic use of the HPWORD
Intrinsic set.

Once the source has been created (shown below), it should be compiled and
Prep'ed as follows. Note that if the document is to be opened with write
access then the program must be preped with PH capability.

:SPL sourcefilename,uslfilename

:PREP uslfilename,progfilename

:RUN progfilename

$CONTROL LJSLINIT ,MAP
«****************~t****************************************»
« PROGRAM: progfilename »

« »

« Th is pr op ram prompt s the user for an HPWORD format »

« filename, then displays the document information to »

« the user and reprompts for another filename. »
« »

« The program is terminated by the user replying with »

« 'E' to the prompt. »
« »
« Note that all HPl,JORD Intrinsic Culls are followed by»
« calls to WERRORINFO to illustrate error handling. »

«*********************************************************»

BEGIN

EQUATE Old 1,
Ok 0;

LOGICAL done,
doc'open,
doc'paginated;

INTEGER Len,
msg'len,
numch ar ,
doc t l anquaqe .
doc'page',;nt;
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ARRAY dfcb(O:1999);
ARRAY l'inbuf(O:15);
BYTE ARRAY b'inbuf(*)=l'inbuf;
BYTE ARRAY b'mess'cat(O:15):="INTRCAT.PUB.S),S ";
BYTE ARRAY b'filename(O:31);
ARRAY l'err'message(O:35);
BYTE ARRAY b'err'message(*)=l'err'message;
INTEGER ARRAY status(O:2),

err o r(0 :2 );

ARRAY l'doc'subject(O:Z9);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'subject(*)=l'doc'subject;
ARRAY l'doc'author(O:14);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'author(*)=l'doc'author;
ARRAY l'doc'crcator(O:14);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'creator(*)=l'doc'creator;
ARRAY l'doc'revisor(O:14);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'revisor(*)=l'doc'revisor;
ARRAY l'doc'create'date(O:7);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'create'date(*)=l'doc'create'date;
ARRAY l'doc'revise'date(O:7);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'revise'date(*)=l'doc'revise'date;
ARRAY l'doc'printed'date(O:7);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'printed'date(*)=l'doc'printed'date;
ARRAY l'doc'language(O:10);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'language(*)=l'doc'language;
ARRAY l'doc'paginated(O:5);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'paginated(*)=l'doc'paginated;
ARRAY l'doc'page'cnt(O:3);
BYTE ARRAY b'doc'page'cnt(*)=l'doc'page'cnt;

ARRAY l'fi le'prompt(O:29):=
"Enter Word document filename: ";

ARRAY l t rnsg l (O:ll):="Document Language
ARRAY l'm5gZ (O:11):="Pagination State
ARRAY l'msg3 (O:11):="'Jurnber of Panes
ARRAY l'msg4 (0:11):="Docurnent Subject
ARRAY l'I115g5 (O:11):="Author
ARRAY U ms qo (O:'II):="Cl'eator
ARRAY l'IIIsg7 (0: 1'1):="Revisor

II.,
II.,
II.,
II.,
II.,
II.,
II.,

ARRAY l'rns98 (0:11):="DocLirnent Creation Date: ";
ARRAY l'msg9 (O:11):="Document Revision Date: ";

ARRAY l'msg10(O: 'II):="Document last printed: ";
ARRAY l'msg'll(O:31):=
11************************'*****************'*******************

**11.
t
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INTRINSIC PRINT,READ,ASCII,TERMINATE;
INTRINSIC (INTRDEC.PUB.SYS)

WOPEN,WERRORINFO,WGETCOCINFO,WCLOSE;

«~ - - - - '. - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " . - - - - - - - - - - - -»

« ENTRY POINT »

done:=FALSE;

DO
BEGIN

DO
BEGIN

« Prompt user for a Word document filename >.
doc'open:=FALSE;
PRINT( I' f i le r pr omp t , -30,%320);
move b'inbuf:=32(" ");
len:=READ(I'inbuf, 32);
IF l'inbuf="E II OR l'inbuf"lIe II THEN done:=TRUE
ELSE
BEGIN

« Open the Word document file »

move b'filename:=b'inbuf,(32);
WOPEN(dfcb,status,b'filename,old",b'mess'cat);
WERROR I IJFO(dfcb, e rro r ,status, b ' err' messaqe j rnsq '[en);
PRINT( l t e rr i me ssaq e ,-msg'len,%40);
IF status~ok THEN doc'open:=TRUE;

END;
END UNTIL doc'open OR done;

IF not done THEIJ
BEGIN

c< Ac c ess and rc t r ieve the document infermat ion .>

WGETDOC1NFO(dfcb,status"doc'language,dec'paginated,
doc'page'cnt,b'doc'subject,b'doc'author,
b'doc'creator,b'doc'revisor,
b'doc'create'date,b'doc'revise'date,
b'doc'printed'date);

W[ RROR I~I1'0rd fcb ,e 1Tor, s tat US, b 'err' mes sage, ms 9 ,Ien) ;
P 1<I In ( [ , e r I' , III'? S S ,19 e s - ms 9 , l e n , %1,0) ;
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« Format data returned for display»
move b'doc' lallguage:="Unimplemented Language";
CASE doc'language-1 OF
BEGIN

move b'doc' language:="American English
« Add it iona l languages to be added her e »

END;

II.,

IF doc'paginated THEN rnove b'doc'paginated:="Paginated
ELSE rnove b'doc'paginated:="Uilpaginated ";

"

nurnchar:=ASCII(doc'page'cnt,10,b'doc'page'cnt);

« Output the document inforrnation to the
user» PRINT{l'rnsg11,32,%L.0);

P R INT( l 'rns9 1 , 'I 2 I %320) ;
PRINT( l'doc' language, 11 ,%40);

PRINT( l'msg2,12,%320);
PRINT(l'doc'paginated,6,%40);

PRINT(l'msg3,12,%320);
PRINT(l'doc'page'cllt,4,%40);

PRINT(l'msg4,12,%320);
PRINT(l'doc'subject,30,%40);

P R r ur ( l ' Ins g:; ,I 2 , %320) ;
PR I NT ( l 'doc' au t ho r, 1S, %1.0);

PRINT( l'msg6,12,%320);
P R I NT ( l 'doc' c rea t 0 I' , 15 , %40 );

P R I NT ( l 'ms 97,1 2 ,j;320 );
PRINT(l'doc'revisor,15,%40);

PRINT(l'rnsg8,12,%320);
PR INT( l 'doc' C I' eat e 'd ate, 8 ,j;;40 );

PR INT ( l 'rns99,1 2 ,%320) ;
PRINT(l'doc'revise'date,8,%40);

PRINT( l'msg10, 12,%320);
PRINT(l'doc'printed'date,8,%40);

PRINT( l'rns911 ,3
2, %40);
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cc Close the Word document file »

WCLOSE(dfcb,status);
WERRORINFO(dfcb,error,status,b'err'message,msg'len);
PRINT( l'err'rnessage, -msg'len,%40);

END;

END UNTIL done;

TER~IINATE;
END. <c of program »
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PASCAL Programming Example

This program performs the same function as the SPL programming example
in Appendix B.

Scode offsets OnS
Stables OnS

{Progl"Uln Pascdemo

This program prompts the user for an IIPWORD
format filename, then displays the document
information to the user and reprompts for
another filename.

The program is terminated by the user'
replying with <return> to the prompt.

Note that all HPWORD intrinsic calls are
f o llowed by calls to "wErrorlnfo" to
illustrate error handling.

}

progralll PascalDemo (input, output);

const
AMEll! CAN ENGLI 511

OK

OLD
PAG 1NA TED
UN PAGINATED

1·,
0;
1;
1;

0;

type
slIlatl"inteyer -32768 .. 32767;

var
au t h o r
creator
create dat'"
done

string[401;
string[401;
string[401;
boolean;
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{"dfcb" can defined as anything provided that at least 2000
words are allocated for it in the outer block.
It could, f o r example, be defined as "array [1 .. 1000] of
integer".}
dfcb
error
err_message
filename
language
language_string
Len

msg_len
numch a r

open
page_count
paging
paginated string
printed_date
reply
revisor
revise date
mess cat
status
subject

array [1..2000] of srrall integer;
array [1 .. 3] of small integer;
stri ns [255];
string[40];
small_integer;
stri ns [40];
small integer;
small integer;
small integer;
boolean;
small integer;
small integer;
string[40] ;
string[L,O];
string[L.O];
string[40];
string [40];
string [16];
array [1 .. 3] of small integer;
string[255];

SSplintr 'intrdec.pub.sys'$
procedure vie lose
procedure wErrorlnfo
procedure wGetDoclnfo
procedUre HOpen

Begin

intrinsic;
intrinsic;
intrinsic;
intrinsic;

done :" false;
Repeat Begin {until done}

open :" false;
Repeat Begin {until done or open}

{Prompt user for an HPWORD document filEname.}
Writeln;
Prompt (IEnter word document name: <return> exits ');
Readln (reply);

if (reply = 1 ') then Begin
done := true;
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End else begin
{Open the HPWORD document file.}
filename := reply;
mess cat := 'INTRCAT.PUB.SYS '
wOpen (dfcb, status, filename, OLD",mess cat);

wErrorlnfo (dfcb, error, status, err_message, mS9_len);
Setstrlen (err message, msg len);
Writeln;
Writeln (err message);

if (status [1] = OK) then Begin
open .-- true;

End;
End;

End until open or done;

if not done than Begin
{Access and retrieve the document inforreation.
The strings below have to be initialized with spaces to
set their lengths. If we didn't do this, 'Writeln' would
output nothing when asked to print a string.}

subject :=

+ ' , .,
au t h o r := '

creator: '"
r-eviso r :=

create date .-
revise date .-
printed date := ,

,.
I, .,
, .,

, .
I,.,
, .,

wGetDoclnfo (dfcb, status, , language, pag ins ,
page_count, subject, author, creator, revisor,
create_date, revise date, prInted_date);

\.JErrorlnfo (df cb , or ror, status, err rne ssaq o , msg len ):
Setstrlen (err message, msg len);
WI'iteln;
Wri t e In (err_message);

{Format the language and pagination data for
di spl i''y'.}

case I. ,',guage of
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AMERICAN ENGLISH:
Begin

language string := 'American English';
End;

{Additional Languages to be added here}

Otherwise
Begin

langua!le_str-ing := 'Unimplemented Language';
End;

End {case};

if (pagillg = PAGINATED) then Begin
paginated string .- 'Paginated';

End e ls e B<;gin
paginated_string .- 'Unpaginated';

End;

{Output the document information.}
Writeln;
Writeln (1******************************************1);
Writeln ('Document language
Writeln ('Pagination state
Wr'iteln ('IJumber of pages :'
Writeln ('Document subject
WriteLn ('/luthor
Writeln ('Creator
Writeln ('Revisor
Writeln ('Creation date
Writeln ('Revision date
Writeln ('Last printed on

language_string);
paginated string);
page count);
subject);
author);
c r e e t or) ;

revisor);
create date);
r ev ise_date);
printed date);

Wl'iteln (l~t*************************~***************I);
WI'it e ln ;

{Close the HPWORD document file.}
wClose (dfcb, status);

\JEI'rorlnfo (rlf cb , error, status, err_IIlEssage, rnsg_len);
se t s t rl en (err message, msg len);
\Jr'it o In (err',_IDcss8ge);

End {if not done};

End until
done;

End {of progr'am PascaLDemo}.
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